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Abstract((
This% is% a% qualitative% study% focusing% on% support% of% English% as% an% Additional% Language%
provided% to% students% in% an% international% school% in% Bangkok.% The% study% aims% to% answer%
the% following% questions% through% literature% and% responses% from% interviewees:% To# what#
extent# does# EAL# benefit# second# language# learners’# development# of# language# acquisition?%
and%How#is#the#EAL#learners’#language#proficiency#monitored?%%
%
The% study% was% conducted% at% the% international% school% The% Early% Learning% Centre% in%
Bangkok,%including%interviews%with%five%EAL%students%with%Swedish%as%their%L1,%and%one%
EAL% teacher,% and% questionnaires% sent% to% three% parents.% The% theoretical% starting% point%
describes% the% aspects% that% are% of% concern% in% this% study:% language% acquisition,% second%
language% acquisition,% English% as% an% additional% language% in% general% and% at% The% Early%
Learning% Centre,% and% English% as% an% additional% language% continuum.% The% data% indicates%
that%EAL%programs%that%deliver%both%mainstream%and%withdrawal%support%is%the%accurate%
way%to%connect%it%to%the%curriculum.%%
%
The%results%showed%that%EAL%support%provides%students%with%sufficient%help%in%acquiring%
academic%and%social%language%skills.%ELC%uses%withdrawal%support%to%improve%language%
skills% in% smaller% groups% where% the% focus% lies% in% learning% language% and% transfer%
knowledge% between% L1% and% L2.% The% study% also% indicates% that% to% monitor% language%
proficiency,%assessments%are%important%to%monitor%skills%and%development.%%
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1(Introduction(
Learning% language% is% a% lifelong% process.% As% a% teacher% in% Sweden,% teaching% English% at%
upper% secondary% school,% I% find% language% acquisition% an% engaging% subject% to% learn% more%
about.%Besides%teaching,%I%am%a%mother%of%a%twoHyear%old%girl%and%fiveHyearHold%girl%who%
knew%no%English%moving%to%Bangkok%and%attending%an%international%school.%To%observe%
their% linguistic% progress% provides% me% with% useful% insight% about% how% second% language%
skills%can%develop.%I%believe%it%would%be%beneficial%to%consider%whether,%and%if%so,%how%the%
subject%known%as%“English%as%an%Additional%Language”%benefits%second%language%learners%
in%an%international%school%environment.%
%
Learning% a% language% is% an% activity% where% children% are% using% it% while,% at% the% same% time,%
acquiring%it.%Language%is%organised%around%its%communicative%purposes%and%used%within%
a% communicative% context.% In% order% to% develop% language% in% school,% opportunities% to%
interact% are% needed.% When% a% school’s% environment% is% rich% with% language,% opportunities%
for% interaction% and% engagement% in% academic% conversations% will% be% omnipresent.%
According%to%Burke%(1990),%language%and%cognitive%development%are%linked;%success%in%
learning% is% therefore% tied% to% language% development.% Burke% (1990)% states% that% through%
language% we% do% not% only% demonstrate% what% we% know,% it% is% also% the% most% important%
means% by% which% we% learn% and% refine% our% understanding% of% concepts.% When%
understanding%new%notions%in%a%new%language,%students%will%expand%their%knowledge%of%
the% world.% Linguistic% knowledge% does% not% only% provide% words,% grammar% and% function%
within% a% language,% but% also% a% tacit% awareness% of% linguistics,% making% it% possible% to%
understand%an%utterance%even%though%the%respondent%may%have%never%heard%of%it%before%
(Mills,% 200?).% Furthermore,% linguistic% skills% provide% students% with% the% possibility% of%
mapping% forms% onto% meanings% in% their% first% language% (L1)% and% later% second% language%
(L2).% Universal% conceptual% notions% precede% and% structure% language% development%
(Papafragou,%2005,%p.%266H271).%
%
When% learning% a% second% language,! a% variety% of% individual% and% environmental% factors%
impact%on%the%acquisition,%including%age,%length%of%time%in%the%country,%and%educational%
background.%At%The%Early%Learning%Centre%(ELC)%in%Bangkok,%students%who%do%not%have%
adequate%language%skills%in%English%are%offered%English%as%an%Additional%Language%(EAL)%
to% improve% their% academic% progress.% SavilleHTroike% (2012)% claims% that% there% has% not%
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been%enough%extensive%research%on%L2%and%this%study%has%its%starting%point%in%this%fact.%
From%a%teacher’s%point%of%view,%it%is%pertinent%to%understand%how%newly%arrived%students%
acquire%language%in%a%learning%environment%and%how%support%develops%language%skills.%

1.1 Aim(
This%study%aims%to%answer%the%following%questions:%
%
1. To% what% extent% does% EAL% benefit% second% language% learners’% development% of%
language%acquisition?%
%
It% is% important,% as% a% starting% point,% to% identify% students’% particular% stage% of% language%
development% and% work% with% them% from% there.% Newly% enrolled% students% at% ELC% are%
expected%to%manage%school%in%a%new%academic%language:%English.%Language%support%may%
have% a% positive% impact% on% the% transfer% between% L1% and% L2,% where% common% underlying%
proficiencies%in%both%languages%overlap%and%share%concepts%and%knowledge%of%language%
(Cummins,%1983).%EAL%teachers%providing%students%with%sufficient%feedback,%motivation%
and%instructions%at%their%individual%level,%will%enhance%their%chances%of%gaining%language%
competence.%Furthermore,%EAL%teachers%will%have%the%opportunity%to%show%how%certain%
features% of% language% contribute,% serve% and% are% commonly% used% in% certain% contexts% of%
language%in%specific%settings%outside%mainstream%class%activities%(Kay,%1999,%p.%73H74).%
%
2. How%is%the%EAL%learners’%language%proficiency%monitored?%
%
To% interpret% development% in% language,% students’% proficiency% needs% to% be% analysed.% In%
order%to%understand%how%far%each%individual%has%progressed,%and%what%kind%of%support%
might% be% needed% in% the% future,% it% is% beneficial% to% compare% the% students% to% their% native%
EnglishHspeaking%peers.%Campbell%Hill%(2001)%stresses%the%fact%that%using%continuums1%in%
reading% and% writing,% and% in% speaking% and% listening,% provides% ways% to% assess% students’%
linguistic%abilities.%%
%

(

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
1%Developmental%continuums%are%a%visual%representation%of%literacy%development%using%

descriptors%to%depict%the%developmental%stages%of%learning%(Campbell%Hill,%2001).%
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1.2 Abbreviations(
EAL%%

English%as%an%Additional%Language%

ELC%

The%Early%Learning%Centre,%Bangkok%

L1%

First%language%

L2%

Second%language%

1.3 Scope(
The% delimitation% of% this% study% is% the% participants.% When% conducting% the% interviews% and%
questionnaires,% the% study% will% focus% on% particular% types% of% students% in% particular%
situations,% namely,% students% with% Swedish% as% their% first% language,% with% no% previous%
knowledge% of% English% language,% attending% an% international% school.% I% hope% that% the%
findings%made%in%this%study%will%be%applicable%to%the%same%kinds%of%students%in%the%same%
kind%of%situation%in%other%countries.%
%
In%Chapter%2,%I%will%outline%the%various%theoretical%approaches,%including%work%by%Clark%
(2013),% SavilleHTroike% (2012),% Campbell% Hill% (2001),% and% Cummins% (1983).% Chapter% 3%
sets%out%in%detail%the%methodology%of%my%fieldwork%study.%This%includes%a%description%of%
the% participants,% and% the% methods% used% to% gather% relevant% data.% In% Chapter% 4,% answers%
from%the%interviews%and%questionnaires%will%be%presented,%and%significant%patterns%will%
be% identified,% described% and% assessed.% Chapter% 5% analyses% the% results% presented% in% the%
previous% chapter,% divided% into% four% subHquestions.% Chapter% 6% discusses% the% answers%
presented%in%Chapter%4%in%correlation%with%what%literature%states%in%Chapter%2.%The%essay%
ends%with%Chapter%7,%which%concludes%the%main%findings%of%the%study.%

2(Theoretical(Background(

The% starting% point% of% this% study% lies% in% the% understanding% of% acquiring% language% skills%
amongst% children% learning% a% new% language% from% scratch% in% school.% In% international%
schools,% many% children% are% required% to% learn% a% new% academic% language% to% be% able% to%
participate%in%every%day%school%environment.%In%this%chapter,%language%acquisition%of%L1%
and%L2%will%be%defined%and%described.%%

2.1(First(Language(Acquisition(

The% ability% to% use% language% in% different% environments% is% important% for% many% speakers%
around%the%world.%Language%has%two%functions:%to%communicate%and%to%mark%the%speaker%
as%a%member%of%a%social%group%(Krashen,%2013,%p.%19).%It%allows%its%speakers%to%express%
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numerous% ideas,% tell% stories% and% participate% in% countless% of% activities% that% make% up% the%
societies%that%we%live%in.%Acquiring%a%language%could%be%affected%by%social%interaction%and%
cognitive%development.%Since%children%are%not%born%speaking,%they%must%learn%language,%
and%this%is%something%that%is%far%more%difficult%than,%for%example,%learning%to%put%on%socks%
(Clark,% 2013,% p.% 2).% When% learning% language% children% adopt% the% roles% of% either% passive%
recipients%of%the%target%language,%simply%absorbing%whatever%they%hear,%or%they%play%an%
active% role,% selecting% and% clarifying% whatever% they% have% taken% in% so% far% (Clark,% 2013,% p.%
10).%The%overall%goal%is%to%become%a%member%of%a%community%of%speakers.%Clark%(2013,%p.%
12H13)%states%that%this%entails%learning%all%the%elements%of%language,%both%structure%and%
usage.%When%doing%so,%children%need%to%learn%the%sound%system,%the%phonology,%and%this%
includes% knowing% which% sounds% belong% together% and% which% sounds% can% be% put% in% a%
sequence% with% another% to% produce% a% legal% syllable% and% word% and% later% match% them% in%
correct%sentences.%This%is%referred%to%as%phonotactic#constraints,%rules%on%how%phonemes%
can% be% arranged% to% form% a% syllable% and% limit% the% number% of% syllables% that% would% be%
theoretically% possible% if% phonemes% could% be% combined% in% unrestrained% ways.% As% a% rule,%
speakers%use%more%than%one%word%in%any%utterance%when%speaking%and%the%combinations%
and%sequences%have%to%be%learnt%(Clark,%2013,%p.%12H13).%
%
In% order% to% learn% a% language,% much% is% required% from% the% learner.% Most% children%
comprehend%and%understand%many%words%long%before%they%can%produce%them%and%this%
asymmetry% between% comprehension% and% production% occurs% over% the% entire% lifetime% of%
the% speaker% (Clark,% 2013,% p.% 14).% Language% should% be% seen% as% important% interaction%
within%a%social%setting%where%communicating%knowledge%of%the%world%is%one%important%
part% (Clark,% 2013,% p.% 22).% The% conventions,% which% make% language% work,% consist% of%
elements% such% as% figurative% speech,% body% language,% intonation% and% contextual% aspects.%
One%way%of%learning%these%linguistic%conventions,%regarding%formal%and%informal%speech,%
is% with% family% members,% friends,% teachers,% school% tasks,% etc.% Children% must% understand%
that,% when% language% is% learnt% as% an% activity% and% process,% the% communication% does% not%
only% acknowledge% words% and% sounds,% it% is% also% supplemented% by% gesture,% gaze,% stance%
and%facial%expression%(Clark,%2013,%p.%6).%
%
Clark% (2013,% p.% 5)% states% that% knowledge% of% structure% and% function% within% different%
languages%are%something%all%learners%must%acquire.%To%learn%how%to%encode%language%and%
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how% to% engage% in% a% conversation% is% a% complex% process,% and% learning% these% parts% of%
language%educates%children%to%become%members%of%society%and%the%culture%from%adults%
and%other%conversational%partners.%
%
“Knowing% some% of% the% elements% of% a% language% doesn’t% necessarily% allow% one% to%
interpret%utterances%appropriately.%One%has%to%learn%the%conventions%on%use.”%
(Clark,%2013,%p.%6)%
%
According%to%SavilleHTroike%(2012,%p.%4),%sometimes%one%has%to%distinguish%between%first%
language,% native% language,% primary% language% and% mother% tongue,% all% of% which% are%
considered% L1.% Furthermore,% SavilleHTroike% explains% that% languages% acquired% during%
early% childhood% (before% the% age% of% three)% and% later% used% as% one% or% more% languages%
spoken% by% the% learner,% are% considered% learners’% L1.% This% or% these% languages% are% learnt%
among%people%who%speak%them,%and%therefore%distinguished%from%L2%learning,%which%will%
be%explained%next%in%this%chapter.%By%the%age%of%six%months,%an%infant%has%produced%all%of%
the%vowel%sounds%and%most%of%the%consonant%sounds%of%any%language%in%the%world.%The%
same% natural% and% generally% effortless% learning% process% takes% place% if% children% acquire%
more% than% one% language% during% early% childhood,% which% is% called% “simultaneous%
multilingualism”%(SavilleHTroike,%2012,%p.%12H13).%

2.2(Second(Language(Acquisition(
To%learn%how%to%speak,%read%and%write%is%challenging%in%everyone’s%native%language,%and%
even% more% so% in% a% second% language.% All% learners% move% through% the% same% stages% of%
learning%to%acquire%these%skills,%but%the%pace%is%most%often%slower%when%learning%includes%
a%second%language.%However,%when%learning%two%languages%simultaneously,%these%seem%
to%develop%in%tandem%and%one%language%may%not%be%able%to%advance%until%the%other%one%
does%(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%p.%416).%“Second%language%acquisition”%(SLA)%is%often%referred%
to% as% learning% a% language% that% is% additional% to% one’s% first% language,% but% the% same%
expression%may%actually%be%used%when%a%language%is%the%third%or%the%fourth%or%the%fifth%
language% to% be% acquired.% SLA% includes% both% formal% learning% that% takes% place% in%
classrooms,% and% informal% learning% that% takes% place% in% naturalistic% contexts.% A%
combination%of%these%two%learning%settings%occurs%when,%for%example,%a%Swedish%student%
takes%language%classes%in%English%in%an%international%school%in%Bangkok%and%also%uses%the%
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language% outside% class% for% social% interaction% amongst% friends% and% for% daily% living%
interactions%(SavilleHTroike,%2012,%p.%2).%
%
“A%second%language%is%typically%an%official%or%societally%dominant%language%needed%
for%education,%employment,%and%other%basic%purposes.”%
(SavilleHTroike,%2012,%p.%4)%
%
SavilleHTroike%has%created%three%basic%questions%to%help%with%understanding%the%process%
of%SLA:%
%
1. What%exactly%does%the%L2%learner%come%to%know?%
2. How%does%the%learner%acquire%this%knowledge?%
3. Why%are%some%learners%more%successful%than%others?%
(2012,%p.%2)%
%
Even% if% these% are% rather% simple% questions,% SavilleHTroike% explains% that% there% are% no%
simple% answers.% She% argues% that% many% second% language% researchers% would% probably%
answer%them%differently%due%to%the%fact%that%SLA%is%highly%complex%in%nature,%with%new%
discoveries% being% made% every% day.% One% example% of% this% would% be% teachers% who% have% a%
significant%insight%in%how%language%is%being%learned.%%
%
Teachers%are%of%great%importance%in%acknowledging%what%kind%of%support%learners%need%
when% learning% a% second% language.% Kay% (1990,% p.% 69)% mentions% that% teachers% can% assist%
language%learners%by:%
%
1. Ensuring%that%the%learning%environment%is%one%where%learners%feel%supported%and%
valued,%where%they%are%able%to%take%risks%and%make%mistakes%in%their%learning.%
2. Helping% them% to% make% use% of% their% existing% knowledge% of% the% world% in% their%
learning% (both% in% learning% their% new% language% and% in% learning% new% curriculum%
content%through%this%new%language).%
3. Providing%nonHverbal%information%to%accompany%the%language%input.%
4. Providing% abundant% opportunities% to% use% the% new% language% in% situations% where%
there%is%a%genuine%purpose%for%communicating.%
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5. Helping%them%to%build%on,%and%transfer,%their%knowledge%of%how%language%works%
from% their% first% language% to% their% second% language,% through% providing%
opportunities%to%reflect%on%and%talk%about%language%itself.%

%
Cummins%(1983,%p.%375)%stresses%the%importance%of%knowledge%in%a%learner’s%L1%in%order%
to% gain% competence% in% their% L2.% In% his% paper,% Bilingualism# and# Special# Education:#
Program# and# Pedagogical# Issues,% he% emphasizes% that% the% success% of% second% language%
acquisition% is% related% to% the% proficiency% of% L1% (1983,% p% 375).% Students% with% greater%
proficiency%in%L1%appear%to%learn%L2%more%easily.%If%a%student’s%L1%is%replaced%while%being%
in% the% process% of% requiring% L2,% a% result% often% is% that% the% student% develops% low% levels% of%
literacy%skills%in%both%languages.%As%indicated%by%Cummins%(1983,%p.%376),%linguistic%skills%
in% a% student’s% L1% do% not% only% develop% these% skills,% but% also% a% deeper% conceptual% and%
linguistic% proficiency% which% is% strongly% related% to% the% development% of% L2% literacy% and%
general%academic%skills.%Although%the%surface%aspects%of%two%languages%differ,%underlying%
cognitive/academic% proficiency% is% common% across% languages,% and% this% makes% the%
transfer%between%languages%possible%(Cummins,%1983,%p.%376).%
%
SavilleHTroike%(2012,%p.%16H17)%has%made%a%comparison%between%L1%and%L2%and%presents%
how% language% is% learnt.% She% mentions% three% phases:% the% initial% state,% the% intermediate%
state%and%the%final%state.%The%initial!state%includes%underlying%knowledge%about%language%
structures% and% principles% that% the% learners’% possess% when% they% start% acquiring% a%
language.% According% to% SavilleHTroike,% most% linguists% agree% that,% since% L2% acquisition%
follows% L1% acquisition,% a% major% component% of% the% initial% state% for% L2% learning% must% be%
prior% knowledge% of% L1.% Learners% of% L1% have% already% acquired% some% realHworld%
knowledge% and% are% therefore% able% to% use% other% structures% of% the% L2% language% from% the%
start,% such% as% requesting,% commanding,% processing% and% apologizing,% than% in% the% initial%
state%of%when%they%started%speaking%their%L1.%The%intermediate!state%covers%all%stages%of%
basic% language% development,% focusing% on% the% role% that% learners% play% in% their% own%
language%development%(SavilleHTroike,%2012,%p.%18H21).%This%phase%is%divided%into%three%
parts:%first,%the%processes%that%differ%L1%from%L2.%In%L1,%most%learning%is%spontaneous%and%
unconscious,%while%L2%learning%is%more%cognitive%and%therefore%learners%can%understand%
and% produce% complex% utterances.% Most% learners% are% able% to% transfer% their% existing% L1%
language% knowledge,% such% as% grammar% and% structure,% to% their% L2.% This% transfer% can% be%
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either%positive,%when%the%utterance%or%use%is%appropriate%or%“correct”,%or%negative%when%
the% utterance% is% considered% inappropriate% or% as% an% “error”.% These% influences% could% be%
vocabulary,% pronunciation,% grammar% and% other% aspects% of% language% structure% and% use.%
SavilleHTroike%(2012,%p.%20)%states%that%transfer%of%knowledge%and%skills%to%an%L2%setting%
is%made%easier%when%L1%support%is%available%as%of%L2%learning.%NALDIC%(2011b)%refers%to%
Cummins%(1983)%who%argues%that%cognitive%and%literacy%skills%established%in%the%L1%will%
transfer% across% languages% and% Cummins% presents% this% visually% on% NALDIC’s% webpage.%
The%two%languages%are%represented%by%two%icebergs%which%overlap%and%share%a%common%
underlying%proficiency.%Even%though%both%languages%are%distinct,%they%are%supported%by%
shared% concepts% and% knowledge% derived% from% learning% and% experiences% and% the%
cognitive%and%linguistic%abilities%of%the%learner.%

%
Cummins%CUP%(1983),%published%at%National%Association%for%Language%Development%in%the%Curriculum,%
2011b.%

%
Secondly,% SavilleHTroike% (2012,% p.% 20)% explains% necessary# conditions% which% focus% on%
language% input,% such% as% direct,% reciprocal% interaction% with% other% people.% There% is% a%
difference% though% between% L1,% which% requires% direct% contact% in% order% for% learning% to%
occur,%while%L2%could%be%learnt%from%radio,%TV,%and%therefore%does%not%need%faceHtoHface%
social% contact.% Thirdly,% facilitating#conditions% focus% on% the% question% why% within% second%
language%acquisition,%through%identifying%and%explaining%why%some%L2%learners%are%more%
successful% than% others.% Some% of% the% conditions% are% feedback,% correction% of% L2% errors,%
aptitude,%memory%capacity%and%analytic%ability,%motivation,%need%and%desire%to%learn,%and%
instruction,% explicit% teaching% in% school% settings% (SavilleHTroike,% 2012,% p.% 21).% The% final!
state% is% the% outcome% of% language% learning,% L1% developing% native% competence% while% L2%
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can%never%achieve%total%native%competence.%Even%if%vocabulary%learning%and%specialized%
learning% such% as% academic% writing% may% continue% into% adulthood,% most% linguists% agree%
that% an% L2% learner% can% reach% “nearHnative”% or% “nativeHlike”% competence,% but% many%
learners% cease% to% make% further% progress% toward% learning% the% target% language% (SavilleH
Troike,%2012,%p.%21).%
%
There%are%several%strategies%for%supporting%language%learning%and%Kay%(1990,%p.%71H72)%
proposes%that%these%should%be%supplementary%in%learning%situations.%Firstly,%he%mentions%
affective% strategies% where% feelings,% emotions% and% selfHconcept% play% a% crucial% role% in%
language% learning% in% particular% since% it% is% based% around% communication% with% others.%
Students% need% to% feel% positive% about% the% learning% environment% and% be% provided%
opportunities% to% practice% and% use% language% without% fear% of% failure% or% ridicule.% Another%
strategy% suggested% is% to% provide% opportunities% to% use% language% for% genuine%
communicative% purposes.% Kay% claims% that% strategies% such% as% gesture,% questioning,%
rephrasing% and% many% others,% convey% meaning% in% realHlife% communication% both% in% fixed%
settings% such% as% classrooms% but% also% outside% in% society.% Within% these% strategies,% he%
mentions% that% teachers% can% provide% opportunities% for% communicative% practice% through%
talking,% reading% and% writing% for% realHlife% purposes% and% especially% through% the% use% of%
small% group% activities,% collaborative% actionHbased% learning% and% collaborative% research%
(Kay,%1990,%p.%73).%%
%
It%is%very%important%to%meet%students%at%their%individual%level%of%development:%this%means%
that,% at% the% level% of% words% and% phrases,% learners% need% aids% to% support% them% in%
memorising% and% reproducing% new% items.% Some% techniques% used% are% word% lists,%
glossaries,% etc.% and% through% these% teachers% employ% strategies,% such% as% pointing% out%
regularities%and%irregularities%in%the%way%words%are%formed,%talking%about%pronunciation%
of% unusually% spelt% words% or% ways% to% learn% the% spelling% of% specialised% words.% When%
learners% become% more% advanced% in% their% language% development% and% reach% a% level% of%
language%structure%beyond%the%word,!they%should%be%supported%in%a%more%advanced%way.%
Teachers% should% show% them% how% certain% features% contribute% to% the% cohesion% of% a% text,%
how% particular% features% serve% to% achieve% particular% communicative% purposes% and% how%
certain%features%are%commonly%used%in%certain%specialised%contexts%(Kay,%1999,%p.%73H74).%
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2.2.1(L1(vs.(L2(Research(
Research% on% L2% has% not% been% as% extensive% as% on% L1% which,% according% to% SavilleHTroike%
(2012,%p.%8),%is%surprising%since%many%people%around%the%world%are%multilingual;%a%person%
may% have% one% L1% and% one% or% more% L2% used% at% home,% at% work,% for% travel,% business% or%
education.% Also% ErvinHTripp% (1974)% argues% that% there% is% a% belief% that% there% is% a%
fundamental%difference%between%L1%and%L2%and%the%research%concerning%them.%She%states%
that% second% language% learning% studies% are% mostly% conducted% using% large% groups% while%
first%language%learning%studies%focus%on%the%individual.%Furthermore,%ErwinHTripp%argues%
that% L1% studies% are% made% in% natural% environments% where% language% is% acquired% and% not%
taught,% while% L2% studies% almost% entirely% occur% in% classrooms% where% language% is% taught%
formally%and%where%language%structure%rather%that%communication%is%the%primary%focus%
(1974,% p.% 191).% However,% even% if% there% are% similarities% in% acquiring% L1% and% L2,% these%
cannot% be% equated% and% SLA% cannot% be% assumed% to% involve% simply% the% same% knowledge%
and%skills%as%monolingualism.%
%
“Those% who% grew% up% in% a% multilingual% environment% acquire% multilingual%
competence%in%the%natural%course%of%using%two%or%more%languages%from%childhood%
with%the%people%around%them,%and%tend%to%regard%it%as%perfectly%normal%to%do%so.”%
(SavilleHTroike,%2012,%p.%9H10)%
%
If% students% acquire% a% second% language% at% a% higher% age,% this% may% need% different%
motivation,%such%as%emigrating%to%a%country%where%the%language%or%languages%used%are%
other%than%the%student’s%L1,%or%have%a%need%or%desire%to%pursue%educational%experiences%
where%access%requires%proficiency%in%another%language.%%

2.3(Some(Hypotheses(about(Language(Learning(

There% are% different% hypotheses% in% learning% a% second% language% and% some% will% be%
presented%in%more%depth%in%this%part.%It%is%important%to%recognize%that%all%speakers%of%a%
language%speak%a%slightly%different%version%depending%on%how%far%they%have%progressed%
toward% their% target% language.% Just% as% language% use% itself% varies% between% speakers,% so%
there% is% variation% between% individual% language% learners.% Corder% (1978)% uses% the% term%
interlanguage%describing%the%learner’s%attempt%to%communicate%and%produce%utterances%
which%exhibit%varying%degrees%of%difference%from%those%of%native%speakers.%He%states%that%
learners%do%not%speak%the%same%interlanguage%any%more%than%infants%all%speak%the%same%
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version%of%child%language%due%to%the%fact%that%their%interlanguage%is%undergoing%constant%
change%in%the%process%of%learning%(Corder%1978,%p.%73).%
2.3.1(BuiltDIn(Syllabus(
The% first% hypothesis% pointed% out% by% Corder% (1978)% is% the% BuiltGIn#Syllabus% which% takes%
two% forms.% Firstly,% the% strong% hypothesis% proposes% that% there% is% a% degree% of% uniformity%
about% second% language% learning% such% that% all% learners% of% a% particular% second% language%
follow%roughly%the%same%sequence%of%a%development,%regardless%of%their%mother%tongue.%
Therefore,%all%learners%have%the%same%starting%point%and%the%continuum%along%which%they%
move% must% be% developmental% (Corder,% 1978,% p.% 77).% Secondly,% the% weak% form% of% the%
hypothesis% claims% that% all% learners% having% a% particular% mother% tongue% will% follow% the%
same%sequence%in%the%acquisition%of%any%particular%second%language.%He%recognises%that%
these% two% represent% two% extremes% of% this% hypothesis% and% suggests% the% possibility% of%
transfer%between%L1%and%L2%as%a%possibility,%but%not%a%certainty.%Furthermore,%the%strong%
and%the%weak%hypotheses%work%as%a%combined%unit%when%a%learner%is%in%the%process%of%
learning%a%second%language.%
2.3.2(The(Critical(Period(Hypothesis(
The%second%hypothesis%is%the#Critical#Period#Hypothesis%which%claims%that,!when%language%
acquisition% is% initiated% outside% a% critical% developmental% period% in% childhood,%
maturational% changes% in% the% brain% prevent% the% later% learner% from% mastering% a% new%
language%to%a%nativeHlike%level%(Bialystok%&%Hakuta,%1999,%p.%633).%According%to%Bialystok%
and% Hakuta% (1999,% p.% 162),% the% critical% period% hypothesis% is% an% explanation% for% the%
differential% success% in% acquisition% of% a% second% language% by% younger% and% older% learners.%
They%state%that%the%critical%period%hypothesis%embodies%some%of%the%most%basic%questions%
about%second%language%acquisition:%
%
“[…]%is%language%learning%governed%by%environmental%conditions%or%by%an%internal%
bioprogram?% Do% languages% reside% in% independently% constructed% mental%
representations% or% are% they% mutually% available% in% processing?% Is% transfer% a%
legitimate%process%in%language%learning%or%an%unwanted%symptom%of%the%improper%
separation%of%distinct%languages?”%
(1999,%p.%163)%
%

%
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Bialystok%and%Hakuta%question%the%term%proficiency%when%describing%their%view%on%this%
hypothesis% and% argue% that% if% the% idea% is% that% these% principles% are% part% of% the% biological%
language% program% that% would% mean% that% speakers% lose% access% to% their% bioprogram% of%
discovering% grammatical% rules% naturally.% They% claim% that,% if% language% is% represented% as%
innate%and%there%is%a%critical%period%for%language%acquisition,%then%L2%should%mirror%L1%
acquisition% (1999,% p.% 167).% Bialystok% and% Hakuta% believe% that,% if% there% was% a% critical%
hypothesis% period,% learners% should% show% little% or% no% effect% of% transfer% from% the% first%
language% because% direct% access% to% UG% (Universal% Grammar)% should% override% cognitive%
intervention%in%the%process%of%constructing%the%system%of%rules%for%the%second%language.%
Furthermore,% learning% after% the% critical% period% would% therefore% reflect% elements% of% the%
first% language% since% general% cognitive% resources% would% be% recruited% to% construct% the%
linguistic% system% and% would% naturally% begin% with% the% linguistic% structures% already% in%
place%(1999,%p.%167).%
%
“The%critical%period%debate%entails%a%return%to%some%of%these%arguments.%If%transfer%
from%the%first%language%is%discovered%to%characterize%learning%even%for%the%youngest%
learners,%then%some%of%the%responsibility%for%second%language%learning%would%need%
to%be%reassigned%to%these%other%factors.”%
(Bialystok%&%Hakuta,%1999,%p.%167)%
2.3.3(Comprehension(Hypothesis(
The% third% hypothesis% is% the% Comprehension# Hypothesis# presented% by% Krashen% (2008)%
where% he% places% the% skillHbuilding% hypothesis,% proposing% that% learners% develop%
competence% in% language% and% literacy% by% firstly% learning% about% language,% against% the%
comprehension%hypothesis,%stating%that%learners%acquire%language%when%understanding%
what% they% hear% and% read.% Krashen% advocates% that% most% language% competence% is% the%
result% of% what% learners% have% subconsciously% acquired% without% being% aware% of% it;%
language% has% been% acquired% when% learners% are% ready% and% understand% messages% that%
contain%aspects%of%language%(2008,%p.%180).%Through%reading,! learners%become%aware%of%
literacy,% rules% regarding% spelling% and% vocabulary,% and% also% more% complex% grammatical%
structures% and% how% to% write% in% an% acceptable% way.% Krashen% believes% that% the%
comprehension% hypothesis% is% more% effective% regarding% communication% than% other%
hypotheses% concerning% both% beginners% and% intermediate% language% learners.%
Furthermore,%the%comprehension%hypothesis%shows%that%learners%using%this%method%may%
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develop%in%their%acquisition%by%using%already%learned%language,%knowledge%of%the%world%
and%context%in%general%(Krashen,%2013,%p.%3).%
%
“First,% it% is% effortless;% it% involves% no% energy,% no% work.% All% that% is% necessary% is% to%
understand% messages.% Second,% language% acquisition% is% involuntary.% Given%
comprehensible%input,%you%must%acquire%–%you%have%no%choice.”%
(Krashen,%2013,%p.%3)%

2.4(English(as(an(Additional(Language(

Learning% English% as% a% second% or% an% additional% language% is% a% broad% topic% and% often%
referred% to% in% different% ways,% such% as% EAL% (English% as% an% Additional% Language),% ESL%
(English% as% a% Second% Language),% ESOL% (English% to% Speakers% of% Other% Languages),% ELL%
(English%Language%Learners),%or%EFL%(English%as%a%Foreign%Language).%Students%learning%
English% as% an% additional% language% share% many% common% characteristics% with% students%
who%have%English%as%their%L1,%but%at%the%same%time%the%fact%is%that%they%are%learning%in%
and%through%another%language%than%their%L1%(NALDIC,%2011b).%
%
Educational%consultant%Campbell%Hill%(2001,%p.%415H416)%states%that,%since%English%could%
be% the% third% or% fourth% language,% some% schools% in% Great% Britain% and% around% the% world%
have%decided%to%use%the%term%EAL%to%reflect%a%respectful%view%that%speaking%an%additional%
language% is% an% asset% and% not% a% disadvantage.% Campbell% Hill% describes% factors% that%
influence% how% students% absorb% a% new% language;% some% learn% language% quickly% while%
others% take% more% time% to% become% fluent.% The% first% factor% includes% parental% attitude%
toward%new%culture%and%social%interaction,%such%as%playing%with%friends%that%will%provide%
more%authentic%practice%in%using%the%new%language.%Furthermore,%Campbell%Hill%(2001,%p.%
421)% states% that% learners% who% have% the% opportunity% to% learn% academic% content% in% both%
their%first%and%second%language%through%elementary%school%will%have%made%the%greatest%
gains%by%the%end%of%high%school.%Language%acquisition%that%occurs%over%time%and%that%has%
been% achieved% through% bilingual% immersion% has% the% greatest% longHterm% effect.% Another%
factor% in% the% acquisition% is% age.% At% younger% ages,% all% children% are% learning% the% target%
language%by%encountering%the%same%language%difficulties,%both%as%first%language%learners%
and% second% language% learners,% and% it% is% considered% as% a% nonHthreatening% environment.%
When% reaching% school% age,% Campbell% Hill% notes% that% those% who% learn% alongside% peers%
within% a% classroom% environment% have% many% natural% advantages% and% opportunities% to%
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develop%language%skills.%She%therefore%argues%that%the%least%effective%support%of%second%
language% learning% is% the% pull% out% programs 2 %(Campbell% Hill,% 2001,% p.% 421).% Thus,%
mainstream%support3%in%the%classroom%is%an%adequate%way%to%facilitate%learners%learning%
from%other%students.%In%the%classroom,%the%EAL%teacher%has%the%contingency%to%pinpoint%
content% in% the% specific% learning% situations.% Additionally,% EAL% learners% are% given% many%
opportunities%to%communicate%both%in%oral%and%written%forms.%
%

“Language%and%learning%are%inextricably%linked.%Language%is%not%merely%a%means%by%
which%we%demonstrate%what%we%know.%It%is%also%one%of%the%most%important%means%
by%which%we%learn%and%refine%our%understanding%of%concepts.%Success%in%learning%is%
therefore%tied%to%language%development.”%
(Burke,%1990,%p.%41)%
%
Reading% competence% in% English% is% clearly% a% factor% which% will% influence% the% school%
experience% and% learning% outcome% of% learners% from% nonHEnglish% speaking% backgrounds.%
Adequate% reading% and% speaking% competence% is% required% for% the% communication% in%
school,% with% teachers% and% with% peers.% Gaining% this% competence% is% dependent% upon% a%
number%of%factors.%The%English%language%learning%environment%as%well%as%the%amount%of%
appropriate% support% provided% by% schools% is% clearly% important.% Other% factors% of%
importance% are% environment% outside% school% where% English% is% spoken,% the% level% of%
support% for% language% development% that% parents% can% provide% to% the% learners% and,% of%
course,% the% parents'% attitude% towards% the% target% language.% Additionally,% teachers'% and%
peers'%expectations%of%success%contribute%to%the%learner’s%language%development%(Burke,%
1990,%p.%41).%
%
According%to%Burke%(1990,%p.%44),%some%pupils%who%do%not%receive%adequate%support%in%
English% when% beginning% primary% school% may% develop% gaps% in% their% conceptual%
knowledge.%%He%claims%that%this%occurs%as%a%result%of%being%introduced%to%new%concepts%in%
a%language%which%is%unfamiliar%and,%over%the%years,%this%can%have%a%cumulative%effect%and%
impede% future% learning.% NALDIC% (2001b)% claims% that% most% EAL% students% develop% a%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2%In%pullout%support,%students%are%brought%to%another%classroom%with%their%EAL%teacher%to%

receive%support%in%smaller%groups%and%improve%language%skills%through%direct%instructions.%%
3%In%mainstream%support,%the%teacher%supports%students%in%their%ordinary%classrooms.%Students%

take%part%in%ordinary%lessons%with%their%peers%and%classroom%teacher%present.%%
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functional% level% of% English% in% the% first% two% years% of% schooling,% but% they% will% need%
continued% EAL% support% to% develop% cognitive% academic% language% proficiency% necessary%
for% academic% success.% James% and% Van% Steenbrugge% (1999,% p.% 85)% also% stress% the%
importance% of% continued% support% due% to% the% fact% that,% if% learners% become% fluent% in%
conversation%after%two%years%of%L2%language%development,%this%does%not%equate%to%them%
having%a%full%mastery%of%the%language.%
%
“The%conversational%ease%may%give%the%illusion%of%complete%control%of%language%and%
any%academic%problems%are%therefore%often%attributed%to%causes%other%than%second%
language%acquisition.”%
(James%and%Van%Steenbrugge,%1999,%p.%85)%
%
Kay% (1990,% p.% 66)% mentions% that% the% relationship% between% everyday% language% and%
academic% language% is% very% complex% and% each% area% has% its% own% set% of% language% skills%
which%need%to%be%developed.%NALDIC%(2011a)%indicates%that:%
%
“EAL% pedagogy% is% the% set% of% systematic% teaching% approaches% which% have% evolved%
from%classroom%based%practices%in%conjunction%with%the%development%of%knowledge%
through%theoretical%and%research%perspectives.”%
%
These%approaches%meet%the%language%and%learning%needs%of%students%for%whom%English%is%
an%additional%language%and%they%can%be%used%in%a%wide%range%of%teaching%contexts,%such%
as%reading,%writing,%and%vocabulary%learning%on%their%own%or%in%groups.%Skills%are%needed%
and% used% within% both% social% and% academic% language% and% progress% as% the% students’%
progress% in% their% linguistic% acquisition.% Students% who% have% bilingual% or% multilingual%
experiences% will% show% diverse% levels% of% awareness% of% English% and% knowledge% for%
learning,%and%their%prior%knowledge%of%content%and%language%play%a%major%role%in%helping%
to% make% second% language% input% comprehensible.% Being% encouraged% to% produce% both%
spoken% and% written% language% from% an% early% stage% is% important% for% cognitive% and%
linguistic%development.%
2.4.1(Learning(English(as(an(Additional(Language(at(The(Early(Learning(Centre(
The%Early%Learning%Centre%(ELC)%in%Bangkok%is%a%preschool%that%enrols%children%aged%3H
12% from% many% different% countries% around% the% world.% ELC% accentuates% learning,% and%
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follows%Canada’s%Ontario%Curriculum%that%covers%all%of%the%traditional%coursework,%such%
as%science,%English,%social%studies,%and%language%arts%(200?).%They%also%follow%the%Reggio%
Emilia% approach,% which% is% distinguished% by% the% deeply% embedded% commitment% to% the%
role%of%research%in%learning%and%teaching%(Education%Scotland,%2012).%%
%
ELC%offers%EAL%to%children%aged%4%and%up%in%order%to%improve%their%academic%learning.%
The%school%points%out%that,%in%order%to%accelerate%language%acquisition%and%ensure%equal%
access% to% curriculum,% they% use% a% combination% of% mainstream# EAL# support% and% support#
through% withdrawal.% Withdrawal,% or% pullout,% from% the% classroom% is% used% in% order% to%
improve% language% skills% through% direct% instructions% in% smaller% groups% of% twoHthree%
pupils% alone% with% the% EAL% teacher.% In% these% situations,% the% EAL% teacher% can% focus% on%
specific%vocabulary%and%sentence%structure%and%make%sure%that%the%students%understand%
certain% needed% instructions% within% the% onHgoing% projects% in% their% classrooms% and% with%
more% common% vocabulary% used% in% school% (academic% language).% This% support% is% much%
used%in%the%beginning%of%the%EAL%program%when%the%learners%are%new%to%English%and%the%
usage% of% the% academic% language% (Learning% English% as% an% Additional% Language,% An%
Information%Brochure%for%Parents,%2014H2015).%
%
In% mainstream% support,% the% EAL% teacher% goes% into% the% classroom% and% works% together%
with% the% classroom% teacher% to% plan% and% prepare% lessons,% something% that% allows% EAL%
learners% to% remain% with% their% peers% in% class% while% receiving% necessary% extra% help% and%
support.% The% school% has% a% composed% plan,% Evidence#Based#Planning#to#Improve#English#
Learners’# Language# Proficiency# and# Academic# Achievement,% how% to% work% with% EAL%
learners% in% mainstream% classrooms% following% four% steps,% Build#Background#Knowledge,#
Scaffold# Meaning,# Extend# Language,# and% Affirm# Identity% (Bedwell% &% Wright,% 2014).% All%
these%steps%have%clear%strategies%for%the%mainstream%teacher%and%EAL%teacher%to%follow,%
and% are% used% as% guidelines% to% enhance% and% provide% as% much% help% as% possible% in% each%
learner’s% development.% Following% the% approach% proposed% by% Kay% (1990,% p.% 73)% ELC%
stresses%the%importance%of%providing%learners%realHlife%practice%in%communication,%where%
new% language% and% skills% can% be% learnt% through% communicating% with% peers% in% the%
classroom% using% a% more% advanced% vocabulary% and% language% than% that% to% which% the%
learner%has%access.%
%
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ELC% provides% parents% with% a% handout,% Learning# English# as# an# Additional# Language,# An#
information# Brochure# for# Parents,% describing% the% school’s% EAL% support% program.%
Shoebottom% (2011a)% argues% that,% for% those% parents% having% children% in% school% learning%
English% as% an% additional% language,% it% is% important% to% understand% the% different% stages% of%
learning% that% children% undergo.% The% first% stage% is% called% the% silent#stage% where% children%
listen%carefully%to%the%language%they%hear,%but%are%not%ready%to%start%speaking%and,%most%
often,% this% stage% lasts% 1H6% months.% Parents% should% not,% during% this% stage,% put% too% much%
pressure%on%their%children%to%speak%English%unless%they%want%to.%Cummins%(2001)%writes%
in%his%article,%Bilingual#Children's#Mother#Tongue:#Why#Is#It#Important#for#Education?,#that%
research,% conducted% by% Baker% (2000),% Cummins% (2000)% and% SkutnabbHKangas% (2000)%
shows%it%is%more%important%to%support%the%children%in%their%native%language,%since%a%rich%
mother%tongue%is%of%importance%when%learning%an%additional%language.%
%
The% second% stage,% acknowledged% by% Shoebottom% (2011a),% refers% to% the% time% when%
students% start% using% the% target% language% more% and% are% trying% to% grasp% and% utilize% the%
grammar%system.%Errors%made%in%this%stage%are%closely%related%to%the%children%learning%
English% as% their% first% language,% for% example,% learning% irregular% past% tense% forms.% This%
kind%of%development%is%referred%to%as%UGshaped#curves,%correct%output%is%often%followed%
developmentally%by%a%regression;%therefore,%correct%output%is%only%one%step%in%a%complex%
cycle% of% representational% change.% Even% if% learners% utter% correct% lexical% choices% at% one%
point% in% their% development,% they% can% later% show% UHshape% curve% in% the% progress% by%
changing%word%order,%vocabulary%and%grammar.%Later,%however,%the%learners%revert%back%
to% the% correct% formula,% having% experienced% an% interval% where% they% made% errors% before%
following% an% improvement% curve% again% (KarmiloffHSmith,% 1988,% p.% 373H375).% One%
important% factor% to% take% into% consideration% is% that% the% target% language% is% to% be% part% of%
both% schoolwork% and% everyday% conversations.% Even% when% students% are% fluent% in% their%
speaking% skills,% they% may% still% have% progress% to% make% in% terms% of% extending% their%
vocabulary% generally,% and% achieving% a% broader% academic% vocabulary% in% particular#
(Shoebottom,%2011a).%
%
One%important%issue%pointed%out%by%ELC%is%the%importance%of%children’s%acquired%skills%in%
their% first% language% that% may% be% transferred% to% the% additional% language.% It% is% of%
importance%to%support%and%encourage%children%to%maintain%their%knowledge%in%their%first%
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language% by% using% this% as% the% main% language% at% home.% Reading,% writing,% speaking% and%
listening%in%children’s%native%language%will%be%helpful%when%it%comes%to%learning%a%second%
or% a% third% language.% A% child’s% learning% of% English% will% be% more% effective% and% quicker% if%
she/he% is% proficient% in% her/his% native% language.% However,% according% to% Campbell% Hill%
(2001,%p.%446)%it%can%also%be%rewarding%for%language%development%if%parents%help%their%
children% with% the% newly% acquired% language% skills% in% L2% that% they% identify.% Parents% can%
help% their% children% by% explaining% concepts% in% the% learner’s% L1% in% order% to% provide% a%
language% bridge% for% challenging% concepts% by% supporting% the% learner’s% understanding% in%
both% languages.% Campbell% Hill% pinpoints% a% list% of% useful% tips% that% parents% can% follow% in%
order%to%help%their%EAL%learner%at%home%(see%Appendix%1).%
%
According% to% Shoebottom% (2011b),% a% strong% reason% for% maintaining% and% ensuring%
learners% of% L2% do% not% have% gaps% in% their% first% language% is% that% many% children% attending%
international%schools%may%eventually%return%to%their%home%countries.%Another%important%
issue,% is% that% children% who% reject% or% otherwise% neglect% their% first% language% can% often%
suffer%from%problems%of%identity%loss%or%alienation%from%their%parents%and%other%family%
members%in%the%home%country%(Shoebottom,%2011b).%

2.5(English(as(an(Additional(Language(Continuum(by(Campbell(Hill(
Learners%need%to%be%monitored%in%their%growing%skills%of%English.%Accordingly%to%Krashen%
(2004)%learning%grammar%does%not%develop%language%learning%by%itself,%there%are%many%
factors% that% need% to% be% monitored,% such% as% output% of% language.% There% is% no% easy% path%
where% grammar,% vocabulary,% and% spelling% make% students% use% these% skills% in% real%
situations,% but% instead% language% can% be% used% where% it% is% needed% as% soon% as% it% is%
comprehensible% to% the% learners.% This% means% that% input% of% language% begins% when%
circumstances%demand%it,%and%output%will%follow%when%learners%are%ready.%
%
Using% continuums% in% reading% and% writing% provides% a% way% to% assess% students’% ability% to%
read%and%write,%but%it%is%also%essential%to%document%the%growing%ability%in%speaking%and%
understanding% the% English% language% in% schools.% The% EAL% continuum% that% ELC% uses% was%
created%for%schools%where%English%is%the%academic%language,%with%additional%instructions%
provided%for%students%whose%native%language%is%not%English%(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%p.%424).%
When%using%continuums,%it%is%essential%to%remember%that%they%are%not%age%specific:%the%
EAL% continuum% should% apply% to% anyone% learning% English% at% any% age% (in% school).%
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Therefore,%Campbell%Hill%(2001,%p.%423)%stresses%that,%when%looking%at%the%descriptors%for%
each% stage,% the% behaviours% need% to% be% viewed% through% a% developmental% lens.% One%
effective%way%to%determine%expectations%would%be%to%compare%the%learner%to%his%or%her%
native% EnglishHspeaking% peers% and% keep% in% mind% that% most% students% demonstrate%
behaviours% in% two% or% even% three% adjacent% continuum% stages% at% the% same% time.% The%
different% stages% will% be% presented% below% in% more% detail% and% Appendix% 2% comprises% a%
chart%outlining%the%listening%and%speaking%continuum%for%student%selfHevaluation.%
2.5.1(New(to(English(
When%learning%English,%it%is%vital%that%learners%continue%to%communicate%in%their%native%
language.% The% first% stage% of% learning% a% new% language% is% usually% experienced% as% a% silent%
period%while%learners%build%up%competence%in%the%second%language.%Although%they%may%
not% be% speaking% any% English% at% that% stage,% learners% build% up% a% core% vocabulary% and%
internally%construct%rules%about%how%English%works.%
%
At%this%stage,%learners%are%often%able%to%follow%oneHstep%directions%that%have%been%clearly%
demonstrated,% and% they% often% monitor% what% others% are% doing% in% the% classroom% and%
follow%their%lead.%Learners%may%use%single%words%or%simple%phrases,%showing%pride%and%
excitement% when% producing% utterances% on% their% own.% Most% commonly% they% use% nonH
verbal% gestures% and% body% language% to% respond% to% questions% or% showing% needs,% for%
example%when%wanting%a%paper%or%crayons,%learners%may%point%to%themselves%and%then%
to%the%item%they%want.%
%
Learners% are% often% enthusiastic% about% the% prospect% of% learning% new% language.% When%
using% English% while% playing,% they% practise% vocabulary% and% accustomise% themselves% to%
new% sounds.% Furthermore,% they% may% echo% single% words% or% phrases% as% they% learn% to%
pronounce% new% words.% This% is% a% period% of% absorbing% and% exploring% new% language%
(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%p.%431).%
2.5.2(Early(Acquisition(
At% this% stage,% most% learners% are% gaining% more% understanding% of% the% English% language,%
although%they%may%still%be%silent%most%of%the%time.%They%can%concentrate%on%discussions%
for%longer%periods%and%listen%attentively%to%stories%with%supportive%illustrations%as%well%
as%understand%the%concepts%being%presented.%
%
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Learners%are%able%to%follow%twoHstep%oral%directions,%classroom%instructions%and%simple%
conversations%and%stories.%They%are%able%to%demonstrate%an%understanding%of%classroom%
and%simple%subject%area%vocabulary,%and%when%participating%in%a%discussion%they%respond%
with% English% words% and% phrases.% In% this% respect,% many% of% the% learners% may% still% feel%
uncomfortable%speaking%in%larger%groups,%but%are%inclined%to%speak%English%in%oneHtoHone%
or%small%group%situations.%
%
The% newly% acquired% vocabulary% is% pronounced% clearly% and% their% use% of% vocabulary% is%
expanding;% however,% the% conversations% are% context% bound% and% stated% in% present% tense.%
Learners% begin% to% include% simple% adjectives% and% adverbs,% such% as% big,# red,# slow,# fast.%
Learners%at%this%stage%are%still%absorbing%a%great%deal%of%information%about%how%English%
works% and,! in% order% to% acquire% more% language% skills,% they% need% to% be% exposed% to% new%
language%as%much%as%possible.%They%require%time%to%experience%and%take%risks%as%they%try%
new%words%and%phrases%in%a%stressHfree%environment.%Encouragement%and%opportunities%
to%communicate%successfully%in%their%new%language%are%necessary%(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%
p.%432).%
2.5.3(Becoming(Familiar(
Learners%at%this%stage%are%becoming%more%confident%with%the%English%language;%they%can%
listen% attentively% to% an% English% speaker% for% a% longer% period% and% they% can% answer%
questions% and% respond% with% some% support.% Learners% show% interest% in% communicating%
meaning%rather%than%accuracy%and%they%begin%to%anticipate%their%turn%to%speak%in%a%group.%
%
In% this% developmental% stage,% learners% begin% to% participate% in% classroom% discussions,%
using%a%wider%range%of%language%functions%for%different%purposes.%Even%though%they%still%
use%short%phrases%and%simple%language%patterns,%they%have%learned%how%to%ask%questions%
and%they%are%more%confident%in%using%connected%speech%as%they%expand%their%vocabulary.%
Grammatically,% they% advance% their% language% skills% through% using% different% verb% tenses%
and%modifiers,%such%as%adjectives%and%adverbs.%Learners%begin%to%speak%clearly%and%use%
their% vocabulary% creatively% to% communicate% meaning% and% full% sentences,% and% by% taking%
risks%in%their%communication%with%others%they%become%more%confident.%
%
Learners%will%develop%even%more%new%skills%if%they%experience%success%and%feel%secure%in%
their%attempts%to%communicate.%However,%they%may%show%negative%development%if%their%
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success% has% been% limited% or% if% they% have% experienced% ridicule% or% teasing;% sometimes%
learners%facing%this%may%show%signs%of%resistance,%frustration%or%a%lack%of%interest.%It%must%
be%remembered%that%learners%at%this%stage%are%vulnerable%and%it%is%important%to%create%a%
climate%for%riskHtaking%and%experimentation,%to%praise%early%attempts%at%communication,%
and%to%celebrate%growth%(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%p.%%433).%
2.5.4(Becoming(Competent(
At% this% stage,% most% learners% show% greater% confidence% in% using% English% in% most% social%
situations% by% speaking% clearly.% Even% if% their% oral% language% sounds% fluent,% they% may% still%
have% significant% gaps% in% their% comprehension.% When% classroom% and% subject% area%
language% is% simplified,% repeated% or% clarified,% learners% understand% it% and% in% turn% they%
begin%to%paraphrase%and%offer%opinions%or%feedback%during%conversations.%
%
Learners% have% reached% the% level% of% producing% more% complex% sentences,% using% phrases,%
clauses,% and% sequence% words,% and% they% use% tenses% correctly.% At% this% stage,% learners% use%
the% English% language% in% social% situations,% give% information% freely% and% respond% to% more%
complex% questions.% They% are% also% able% to% use% a% wider% range% of% language% for% different%
purposes%such%as%predicting,%describing%and%hypothesising,%and,%when%doing%so,%begin%to%
use%correct%grammar%as%they%express%themselves.%
%
Now%when%learners%have%reached%a%basic%skill%level%in%English,%they%need%much%practice%
and%support%in%developing%their%academic%vocabulary%and%an%understanding%of%concepts.%
Successful% learners% will% continue% to% show% an% interest% in% improving% their% development,%
while% learners% who% are% not% as% successful% may% demonstrate% a% lack% of% motivation% and%
frustration% in% their% attempts% to% move% beyond% this% stage.% Learners% need% help% in% setting%
realistic%goals,%as%they%become%increasingly%competent%speakers%(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%p.%
434).%
2.5.5(Becoming(Fluent(
When% reaching% this% stage,% learners% are% becoming% much% more% confident% with% their% new%
language.% They% can% listen% attentively% to% an% English% speaker% for% long% periods,% their%
pronunciation% can% be% very% nativeHlike,% and% they% begin% to% vary% their% speech% with%
appropriate%stress%and%intonation.%Even%if%their%speech%may%be%hesitant,%the%learners%are%
easily% understood% and% can% participate% in% classroom% discussions% and% understand%
instructions%in%different%subject%areas.%
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Learners%have%reached%the%level%of%language%use%where%they%are%able%to%use%specialised%
vocabulary,% such% as% mathematical% terms,% as% well% as% abstract% concepts% like% greed% or%
empathy.% They% have% learned% how% to% paraphrase% and% offer% opinions% with% more%
confidence%and,%if%required,%they%may%be%willing%to%interpret%for%their%parents%or%to%teach%
them%some%English.%
%
At% this% stage,% learners% may% begin% to% speak% with% confidence% in% front% of% a% group% using%
language%appropriately%across%the%curriculum.%They%are%aware%of%appropriate%forms%and%
styles%of%language%for%different%purposes;%they%continue%to%use%a%wide%range%of%language%
skills%for%different%purposes%and,%in%terms%of%grammar,%they%start%to%use%compound%verb%
tenses,%simple%modifiers%and%conjunctions.%When%asking%questions,%they%can%use%correct%
forms% and% new% vocabulary% flexibly,% by% using% synonyms;% in% order% to% make% sure% their%
message% is% correctly% interpreted.% As% learners% become% more% fluent,% they% are% able% to%
express%themselves%clearly%and%accurately%in%most%social%and%academic%situations.%They%
may% experiment% with% new% vocabulary% and% communicate% with% confidence% in% English%
(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%p.%435).%
2.5.6(Fluent(
At% this% stage,% learners% are% almost% or% as% fluent% as% native% speakers% of% English.% They%
understand% a% wide% range% of% classroom% and% subject% area% language,% their% vocabulary%
approximates%that%of%a%native%speaker%and%variations%in%pronunciation%do%not%interfere%
with% communication.% Fluent% learners% contribute% to% group% discussions% with% relevant%
ideas% and% suggestions% and% can% paraphrase% oral% information% accurately.% They% speak%
confidently% in% front% of% a% group,% in% conversations% and% in% collaboration% with% EnglishH
speaking% peers.% However,% they% may% still% struggle% with% idiomatic% expressions% and%
figurative%speech%and%they%continue%to%benefit%from%vocabulary%development%activities.%
%
Learners% reaching% this% level% of% language% development% use% a% full% range% of% language%
patterns,% including% grammatically% correct% compound% verb% tenses,% modifiers% and%
conjunctions.% They% have% the% ability% to% ask% questions% to% clarify% content% and% meaning% in%
classroom% and% social% settings,% and% they% are% able% to% enrich% their% vocabulary% by% using%
sources% such% as% a% thesaurus,% dictionary,% newspaper% or% magazine.% Learners% may% switch%
between%languages%with%ease%and,%even%though%their%reading%and%writing%in%English%may%
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be%more%limited%than%their%oral%skills,%their%spoken%English%approximates%that%of%native%
English%speakers%(Campbell%Hill,%2001,%p.%435H436).%

3(Methodology(

The%study%to%be%presented%in%this%essay%is%conducted%in%Bangkok,%Thailand%and%involves%
one%teacher%of%EAL,%five%learners%attending%EAL%program%as%part%of%their%curriculum%in%
school,% and% three% parents% of% the% learners.% All% learners% have% English% as% an% additional%
language,%an%instructional%school%language,%in%addition%to%their%first%language.%This%study%
aims% to% establish% the% way% in% which% English% as% an% Additional% Language% (EAL)% support%
benefits% the% learning% process% of% English% as% a% second% language% to% nonHnative% English%
children% in% an% international% school% in% Bangkok.% According% to% International% School%
Association%of%Thailand%(ISAT)%(2014),%there%are%113%international%schools4%in%Thailand%
that%are%members%of%the%Thai%Ministry%of%Education.%ISAT%is%the%link%between%the%schools%
and% the% government,% and% they% assure% quality% education% (International% School%
Association% of% Thailand,% 2014).% In% Bangkok% alone,% there% are% about% 40% international%
schools,%with%English%as%their%academic%language.%Most%of%these%offer%EAL%to%their%nonH
native%English%learners.%
%
One% of% the% 40% international% schools% in% Bangkok% is% The% Early% Learning% Centre% (ELC).% It%
was%founded%in%1985,%and%today%there%are%about%thirty%nationalities%represented%by%their%
320% students.% Newly% arrived% learners,% who% do% not% have% sufficient% English% language%
knowledge% when% joining% school,% are% offered% EAL% support% to% enhance% their% English%
language%acquisition%and%broaden%their%academic%levels%in%the%language%(Appendix%6,%p.%
1).%
%
In% this% study% two% approaches% are% used% to% answer% the% thesis% questions:% To#what#extent#
does#EAL#benefit#second#language#learners’#development#of#language#acquisition?%and%How#
is# the# EAL# learners’# language# proficiency# monitored?% The% methods% adopted% will% be%
qualitative# interviews% with% the% teacher% and% learners,% and% a% questionnaire% sent% to% the%
parents.% The% interviews% with% the% teacher% and% the% learners,% are% designed% to% ascertain%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4%International%Schools%in%Thailand%who%are%members%of%ISAT%offer%a%range%of%curriculums%from%

American,%British,%International%Baccalaureate%and%other%national%curriculums%such%as%French,%
Japanese%and%Canadian.%%
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their% perspective% and% knowledge% of% the% subject,% and% the% questionnaire% investigates% the%
parents’%perspective%and%knowledge%of%EAL%support,%and%how%the%support%benefits%their%
children’s%development%in%acquiring%English.%
%
The%intention%of%the%study%is%to%examine:%
%
•

the%way%the%school%emphasises%EAL%support,%

•

how%the%teacher%works%with%the%learners%of%EAL,%

•

how%the%learners%experience%the%learning%situation%and%their%development%in%the%
language,%

•

what%literature%states%about%EAL,%how%learners%acquire%second%language.%

%
In%order%to%analyse%ELC’s%EAL%program%in%correlation%with%what%is%written%about%second%
language% learning% in% literature,% answers% from% interviews% and% questionnaires% will% be%
presented%in%the%Results%and%Analysis%chapter.%Patterns,%which%are%found%to%be%relevant,%
will%be%identified,%described%and%assessed.%%

3.1(Study(
The% purpose% of% this% limited% study% is% to% identify% what% perspectives% and% knowledge% the%
teacher%and%the%learners%have%regarding%the%EAL%support%program%at%ELC.%At%ELC,%there%
is%one%EAL%teacher,%and%26%learners%in%total%taking%part%of%the%EAL%program.%The%group%of%
learners% chosen% for% this% study% represent% five% learners% in% total.% The% interviewees% are%
chosen% since% they% all% share% the% same% L1,% Swedish,% and% their% language% development% in%
English% is% of% interest.% Furthermore,% they% all% attend% Swedish% classes% as% an% afterHschool%
activity,% in% order% to% enhance% their% L1% proficiency.% Having% the% same% L1% can% potentially%
show% patterns% of% development,% and% also% uncover% patterns% of% important% conditions% for%
successful% second% language% learning.% The% chosen% group% is% rather% small,% due% to% the% fact%
that%the%study%is%aiming%for%a%consistent%group%of%learners,%and%in%order%not%to%make%the%
study% too% large.% The% other% learners% attending% EAL% at% ELC% are% from% various% other%
countries,%with%various%other%L1s.%
%
Before%interviews%take%place,%all%participants%are%given%information%about%the%aim%of%the%
study,% and% also% the% principle% of% ethics% when% conducting% interviews% (University% of%
Leicester,%2015a).%All%interviews%are%booked%in%advance%and%take%place%at%ELC,%in%various%
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classrooms%depending%on%who%the%interviewee%is%at%the%particular%time.%The%learners%and%
the%teacher%are%interviewed%individually%and%separately.%Additionally,%all%interviews%are%
recorded% with% agreement% of% the% interviewees.% Before% commencing% the% interviews,%
contact%is%made%with%the%school%administration%and%all%parents%involved,%informing%them%
about%the%aim,%and%how%and%when%the%interviews%will%be%conducted.%
%
In%the%study,%the%EAL%teacher%who%will,%for%the%purposes%of%this%study,%be%referred%to%as%
“Hannah”%(not%her%real%name),%and%five%learners,%referred%to%as%Learner1HLearner5,%give%
their%view%of%EAL.%Learners%1H5:%three%girls%and%two%boys%aged%5H11,%all%have%Swedish%as%
their% L1,% and% speak% Swedish% on% a% daily% basis% at% home% with% their% families.% The% school%
language% that% they% are% required% to% adopt% is% English.% Most% learners% at% school% also% use%
English%as%their%social%language%to%interact%with%other%children%in%school,%but%also%outside%
school% in% social% activities,% such% as% play% dates% or% after% school% activities.% The% learner%
interviewees% are% chosen% as% a% group% since% they% share% the% same% language% background,%
which% gives% the% study% consistency.% They% have% all% moved% from% Sweden% to% Bangkok,%
having% been% in% Thailand% between% 8% months% to% 2.5% years,% and% have% no% other% languages%
except%Swedish%as%their%family%language.%When%arriving%in%Bangkok,%they%all%knew%no%or%
very%little%English%and%were%therefore%offered%EAL%support%when%enrolling%ELC.%
%
Hannah%is%the%EAL%teacher%at%ELC%since%August%2014.%She%is%a%native%speaker%of%American%
English,%and%has%a%Master’s%degree%in%Education%with%a%speciality%in%Teaching%English%as%a%
Second%Language.%Hannah%is%an%experienced%teacher,%who%has%worked%three%years%in%an%
international%school%in%Chile,%and%also%in%five%years%in%a%New%York%City%public%school%in%
America,%prior%to%this%employment.%
%
Participating%parents%have%in%common%that%they%speak%Swedish%as%home%language%with%
their%children.%They%have%been%in%Bangkok%different%lengths%of%time,%between%8%months%
up% to% 2.5% years,% but% all% of% them% came% directly% from% Sweden.% When% enrolling% their%
children%to%ELC,%they%were%all%offered%EAL%support%for%their%children.%

3.2(Qualitative(Interviews(
Qualitative%interviews%are%chosen%as%the%appropriate%approach%for%this%study%as%the%data%
collected%will%be%more%expansive,%and%offer%more%insights%into%the%particular%phenomena%
under%investigation%(University%of%Leicester,%2015b).%
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The% interviews% with% the% teacher% and% the% learners% are% semiHstructured,% and% are% all%
conducted%in%English.%They%comprise%a%series%of%key%questions%based%on%the%topic%areas%
to% be% covered,% but% facilitate% the% interviewer% and% the% interviewee% asking% follow% up%
questions,%and%discussing%some%topics%in%more%detail.%When%conducting%interviews%with%
children,%this%kind%of%format%provides%them%with%some%guidance%on%what%to%talk%about,%
and%children%mostly%find%this%helpful%throughout%the%interview%(Gill,%et%al.%2008,%p.%372H
373).%The%guidance%may%include%clarifying%or%rephrasing%questions,%if%the%learners%do%not%
understand% what% is% asked% of% them.% According% to% Gill,% et% al.% (2008,% p.% 374),% researchers%
must% be% constantly% aware,% flexible,% and% able% to% modify% the% interview% to% meet% the%
interviewees’% requirements% and% language% levels.% Furthermore,% semiHstructured%
interviews% allow% the% researcher% to% support% the% interviewees% if% they% require% more%
information.%Also,%semiHstructured%interviews%provide%the%interviewee%with%the%scope%to%
elaborate% if% the% interviewer% indicates% that% what% is% being% said% is% especially% pertinent% to%
the%study,%and%they%facilitate%further%probing%of%answers%with%impromptu%subHquestions.%%
%
In% accordance% to% what% Gill,% et% al.% (2008)% mention% as% vital% when% interviewing% children,%
opening% questions% are% used% before% adding% more% challenging% or% sensitive% questions% in%
this%research.%The%interview%questions%(see%Appendix%3)%follow%an%outline%where%the%first%
5% out% of% 10% questions% are% about% the% learners% themselves;% their% background;% what%
language/s% they% speak% at% home% and% to% whom;% how% long% they% have% been% living% in%
Bangkok;%how%long%they%have%been%attending%ELC;%and%if%they%have%attended%schools%in%
other% countries.% Questions% 6H10% are% more% challenging,% asking% the% learners% to% grade%
themselves% and% their% language% knowledge% in% English% when% arriving% in% Bangkok,%
compared%to%the%present,%and%to%estimate%how%much%they%use%English%and%Swedish%in%a%
typical% day.% Further,% they% are% asked% to% disclose% which% language% they% use% most% and%
explain% why.% The% last% questions% are% concerning% EAL:% these% questions% ask% them% to%
describe%how%EAL%classes%are%set%in%general;%what%they%do%during%classes;%how%that%helps%
their%development%in%English;!and%how%they%learn%language%in%the%best%way,%according%to%
their%own%perceptions.#
%
The% interviews% with% Hannah% take% place% on% two% different% occasions,% both% times% in% the%
room%where%she%also%meets%the%learners%in%the%EAL%program.%The%questions%in%the%first%
interview% are% divided% into% two% parts:% the% first% part% asking% questions% about% SLA% in%
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general;% what% is% involved% in% second% language% learning;% what% are% the% important%
conditions%for%successful%second%language%learning;%what%defines%EAL%as%a%good%tool%in%
SLA% education;% and% what% kind% of% effects% EAL% has% on% learners’% language% development.%
Lastly,%in%the%first%part,%a%question%asks%what%kind%of%support%the%school%offers%their%EAL%
learners.% The% second% part% questions% are% more% about% how% language% proficiency% is%
monitored;% what% kind% of% plan% the% learners% follow;% what% the% learners% come% to% know%
during% classes;% how% learners% acquire% this% knowledge;% and% also% why% some% learners% are%
more%successful%than%others.%
%
The%second%interview%with%Hannah%is%about%assessment;%what%kind%of%assessment%tools%
the%school%uses,%and%how%often%assessments%are%carried%out.%Furthermore,%the%research%
aims%to%establish%whether%learners%are%subject%to%any%tests%to%evaluate%proficiency.%The%
last% question% investigates% the% kind% of% information% parents% receive% about% their% child’s%
progress,% and% if% teacherHparent% conferences% take% place% between% the% EAL% teacher% and%
parents%(Questions%to%Hannah,%see%Appendix%4).%

3.3(Quantitative(Research:(Questionnaire(
Questionnaires%are%sent%to%the%parents%in%order%to%collect%data%where%all%information%is%
gathered%in%the%same%way.%The%questionnaires%consist%of%the%same%set%of%questions%that%
are% asked% in% the% same% order,% and% the% advantage% of% using% this% method% is% that% they% are%
practical:%information%can%be%collected%from%people%in%a%short%period%of%time%(University%
of%Leicester,%2015c).%
%
The% questionnaire% is% sent% in% an% email% to% all% parents,% including% an% informational% letter%
about%the%aim%of%the%study%(see%Appendix%5).%The%questions,%four%in%total,%elicit%detailed%
information% about% the% parents’% perspective% of% EAL,% and% they% are% requested% to% return%
their%answers%by%email.%The%aim%is%to%establish%how%parents%maintain%their%child’s%first%
language% skills% and% development,% why% their% child% is% enrolled% in% the% EAL% program,% and%
how% they% receive% information% about% progress% and% development% in% English,% both% as% an%
academic%language%and%a%social%language,%from%school.%Lastly,%it%is%intended%that%parents%
would% describe% what% they% notice% about% their% child’s% development% in% terms% of% their%
academic% and% social% language% skills.% The% questionnaire% is% included% to% reveal% a% broader%
perspective%of%how%EAL%is%perceived%outside%school%environment.%
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4(Results(and(Analysis(
4.1(EAL(Support(in(School(

In%the%first%interview%with%Hannah,%she%pointed%out%that%learning%a%language,%was%more%
than% just% one% skill% that% the% learners% needed% to% be% aware% of;% indeed% it% was% a% variety% of%
language% skills,% such% as% social# language% which% could% be% oral,% or% texting% and% using%
electronic%devises,%and%academic#language,%which%involved%reading%and%writing.%Hannah%
mentioned%that:%
%
“Sometimes% you% see% children% who,% that% you% talk% to% and% they% are% oral% and% their%
social%language%is%so%good,%that%you%would%say%that%they%are%fine,%they%don’t%need%
extra%support%in%school,%but%in%fact%when%they%are%reading%or%when%they%are%writing%
it’s% [assessments]% very% low% so% that% they% need% help% because% it% takes% longer% to%
acquire%those%[academic]%languages.”%
%
Learners% at% ELC% were% provided% EAL% support% in% their% reading% and% writing% skills,% since%
these%abilities%in%language%took%more%time%to%acquire,%compared%to%oral%and%social%skills.%
Because%Hannah%mentioned%that%ELC%was%well%aware%of%this,%she%worked%hard%to%manage%
immense%differences%in%academic%and%social%language%skills.%
%
EAL% differed% from% other% second% language% support% programs,% according% to% Hannah.% She%
mentioned% that% the% greatest% difference% in% how% EAL% support% programs% were% designed,%
other% than% their% names,% was% how% EAL,% and% ELC% as% a% school,% had% chosen% to% work% with%
support% through% pullout# [withdrawal]% or% push# in# [mainstream].% Hannah% specified% that%
she,% and% the% administration% at% ELC,% wanted% to% see% a% program,% which% was% designed%
around% a% child’s% needs,% so% that% the% learners% were% serviced% in% a% better% way% when%
acquiring%language.%
%
“For% instance,% when% a% child% comes% in% to% ELC% with% no% English% language,% they% need%
basic% survival% skills% and% they% need% 20H30% minutes% every% day,% with% me.% And% then%
they%probably%also%need%me%to%come%into%the%classroom%during%the%day%as%well.”%
%
The%study%revealed%that,%even%though%ELC%had%good%intentions%in%their%support%program,%
they% were% not% able% to% carry% out% all% of% it.% Instead% of% using% both% mainstream% and%
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withdrawal% support,% all% support% was% delivered% in% Hannah’s% classroom,% which% was% also%
confirmed%by%all%learners.%While%all%the%data%indicated%otherwise,%it%was%discovered%that%
ELC%was%in%the%process%of%changing,%especially%since%both%parents%and%learners%wanted%
more%support%to%take%place%within%in%the%classroom.%Both%Hannah%and%the%administration%
at% ELC% were% eager% to% compose% a% program% which% was% dependent% upon% learner’s% needs.%
Hannah% mentioned% the% importance% of% being% flexible% with% mainstream% and% withdrawal%
support;%however,%she%was%unable%to%exploit%this%flexibility%for%a%number%of%reasons%and%
among%these%were%time%constraints,%staffing%issues,%and%schedules.%Furthermore,%she%was%
ambitious%in%her%effort%to%connect%the%support%program%more%to%the%curriculum,%which%
may% be% achieved% through% mainstream% support.% However,% the% results% showed% that%
Hannah,%and%learners,%and%parents%with%Swedish%as%L1,%were%largely%contented%with%how%
the%support%so%far%had%progressed%the%learners’%skills%in%English.%
%
In% the% first% interview,% Hannah% mentioned% that,% if% ELC% was% going% to% accept% as% many%
children%as%they%do,%the%school%needed%to%make%sure%that%they%were%able%to%provide%the%
right%kind%of%support%to%all%children,%in%order%for%them%to%develop,%and%later%to%progress%
from%the%program.%In%order%to%establish%that%all%learners%received%the%support%that%they%
needed,%the%school%intended%to%increase%the%numbers%of%EAL%teachers%for%the%next%year,%
2015/2016.%Hannah%stated:%
%
“The%goal%is%that%they’re%not%in%the%program,%so%that%they%can%survive%in%their%class%
and% excelling% their% classes% by% themselves% without% the% support,% or% very% little%
support%where%I’m%sort%of%monitoring%them,%coming%once%a%week%or%once%every%two%
weeks% to% check% on% them,% to% see% how% they’re% doing% or% give% the% teachers% tips% or%
strategies%to%use%in%the%mainstream%classroom.“%
%
Hannah%continued%to%explain%that,%at%that%moment,%the%school%did%not%have%a%direct%policy%
of%when%children%exited,%and%what%the%consequences%of%that%meant%in%reality.%There%was%
no% time% limit% of% how% long% children% were% enrolled% in% EAL,% or% criteria% of% how% much%
language% knowledge% they% needed% to% excel% in% ordinary,% mainstream% classes.% She% stated%
that% ELC% needed% better% consistency% in% observing% children,% through% assessments;%
classroom%observations%based%on%EAL%continuum;%and%the%learners%reading%and%writing%
skills,% based% on% their% peers’% skills,% in% each% year.% During% the% second% interview,% Hannah%
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pointed%out%the%importance%of%having%the%right%tools%to%assess%each%child,%assessing%their%
language% ability% and% being% able% to% decide% when% that% ability% was% enough,% so% they% could%
exit%EAL.%
%
It% became% evident% from% this% study% that% different% kinds% of% support% were% necessary% for%
different% purposes,% and% levels% of% language% skills.% Hannah% stressed% the% importance% of%
appropriate%support%provided%by%ELC%to%improve%language%proficiency,%and%stated%that%
her%greatest%task%was%to%adopt%the%support%to%each%learner,%from%beginners%to%advanced%
learners.%Newly%arrived%learners%needed%basic%support,%while%learners%who%have%been%at%
ELC%longer%needed%more%advanced%support%so%as%to%acquire%broader,%academic%language%
skills.%Accurate%assessment%tools,%along%with%regular%meetings%between%teachers,%have%to%
be%used%to%establish%how%far%the%students%in%the%classes%had%progressed.%%%
%
All%learners%in%the%study%have%attended%ELC%and%the%EAL%program%for%different%lengths%of%
time,%from%8%months%to%2.5%years.%They%all%pointed%out%that%they%did%learn%English%during%
EAL% support% through% reading% books;% writing% stories;% and% playing% different% kinds% of%
games.% Learners% have% EAL% together% with% others,% learner% 3% and% 4% have% EAL% support%
together,% while% learners% 1,% 2% and% 5% have% EAL% together% with% learners% with% other% L1.%
Learners%1%to%5%all%emphasised%that%they%learn%from%each%other%in%the%group.%Learner%4%
said%that%it%was%easier%to%read%with%Hannah%because%there%she%was%not%afraid%of%asking%
questions%about%the%content%or%what%some%words%meant,%something%she%did%not%want%to%
do% in% her% regular% classroom.% Learner% 2% mentioned% that,% when% her% friends% were% asking%
her%a%question%and%she%did%not%know%how%to%answer%it,%Hannah%could%help%her%and%later%
she%could%explain%to%her%friends.%Learner%3%found%writing%stories%the%most%effective%way%
of%learning,%and%playing%games%with%the%others%as%the%second%most%effective%way.%He%said%
that%he%chose%writing%as%effective%since%that%gave%him%the%opportunity%to%work%with%his%
own% ideas,% and% also% paint% pictures,% which% he% loved% very% much.% Learners% 1% and% 5%
mentioned%that%they%played%many%fun%games%with%Hannah,%and%through%those%they%learnt%
new%words%and%sentences.%
%
In% the% interviews,% all% learners% have% pointed% out% that,% when% arriving% in% Bangkok% and%
joining% ELC,% they% knew% hardly% any% English% at% all.% Learner% 2% had% attended% school% in%
Sweden% a% couple% of% years% before% coming% to% Thailand,% and% therefore% knew% a% small%
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number% of% basic% words,% such% as% yes,% no,% hi,% bye,% and% some% expressions% in% English,% that%
were%useful%in%the%beginning.%Learners%1,%3,%4%and%5%all%said%that%their%English%language%
knowledge,%when%arriving%in%Bangkok,%was%almost%nonHexistent.%Learners%1%and%3%rated%
their% knowledge% in% English% when% arriving% as% two,% compared% to% now% where% they% both%
rated% their% knowledge% as% eight.% Learner% 4% rated% her% knowledge% as% zero,% compared% to%
now% where% she% rated% herself% as% a% five.% Learner% 5% said% that% she% knew% how% to% say% her%
name,% but% nothing% else,% when% joining% ELC% and% now% she% rated% herself% as% a% seven.% They%
could% all% see% a% growth% in% their% language,% and% all% of% them% expressed% that% they% feel%
confident%when%speaking%English.%
%
In% all% interviews% with% the% learners,% they% emphasized% that% they% learned% new% language%
skills% from% others.% They% pointed% out% that% they% learned% English% during% EAL% classes,% but%
not%one%of%the%learners%specified%EAL%support%as%their%only%source%of%development.%They%
stressed% the% value% of% learning% from% others,% which% affirmed% language% to% be% socially%
important.% Regardless% of% being% in% smaller% groups% or% in% a% class,% they% were% motivated% to%
continue%to%progress%in%their%second%language.%All%learners%regarded%friends%and%social%
life%as%being%important%in%advancing%in%language.%The%fact%of%being%a%group,%and%learning%
from% each% other,% appears% to% be% one% of% the% most% essential% elements% to% consider,% when%
planning% future% support% at% ELC.% The% learners% recognised% the% importance% of% learning%
English;%they%appreciated%that%proficiency%was%essential%in%order%both%to%function%in%the%
school% environment% and% to% communicate% and% socialise% with% friends.% As% predicted,% all%
learners%had%gained%language%competence%during%their%time%at%ELC.%%
%
All%parents%have%written%that%their%children%did%not%know%any%English%when%joining%ELC.%
Parent% 1% answered% that,% since% her% children% was% unfamiliar% with% English% when% starting%
this% international% school,% she% understood% that% this% was% the% way% children,% who% did% not%
have%English%as%their%L1,%were%taught%English%more%deeply%during%their%first%year.%After%9%
months% in% school,% she% could% see% progress% in% the% children’s% English% skills,% both% socially%
and%academically.%
%
“As% an% academic% language% we% have% noticed% it% mainly% through% how% they% get% more%
and%more%independent%when%doing%their%homework.%From%the%beginning%we%spent%
about%an%hour%with%each%child,%every%day,%helping%them%with%their%homework.%Now%
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9%months%later,%they%spend%about%30%minutes%more%or%less%by%themselves.%Now%we%
assist% them% at% the% same% level,% as% we% needed% to% do% in% Sweden.% It’s% more% about%
helping%them%understand%the%task%or%listening%and%reading%to%them.%Regarding%the%
social% language% we% have% noticed% their% development% from% mainly% two% aspects.%
Firstly% when% we% are% out% doing% things% we% can% see% that% they% now% are% confident% in%
asking% about% thins% in% stores% or% order% food/drinks% in% restaurants.% Also% when%
interacting% with% coaches% in% after% school% activities.% Secondly,% that% they% now% felt%
confident%in%inviting%friends%over%for%play%dates.%In%the%beginning,%they%didn’t%want%
to%have%play%dates%since%they%felt%very%exposed,%it%was%easier%to%play%in%school%since%
then%they%could%‘hide’%in%the%group%a%little%bit.”%

%
Parent%2%also%mentioned%homework%as%something%that%was%much%more%easily%completed%
now% that% her% children% were% able% to% read% and% write% fluently.% She% also% wrote% that% their%
English%skills%enabled%them%to%speak%fluently.%
%
All%parents%seemed%to%be%content%with%how%the%support%was%delivered%at%ELC,%since%they%
all%recognised%development%in%their%children.%The%questionnaires%revealed%that%parents%
were% pleased% about% their% children’s% progress% in% English,% enabling% their% children% to% be%
more%openHminded%regarding%school%and%friendships.%%To%have%access%to%more%inHdepth%
support% in% the% English% language,% especially% in% the% beginning% of% acquiring% the% new%
language,%was%something%everyone%believed%was%important.%This%provided%both%parents%
and%learners%with%reassurance%in%their%learning%situation.%%

4.2(Successful(Second(Language(Learning(

Hannah%argued%that%one%main%element%for%achieving%success%in%a%second%language%was%to%
make%sure%that%learners%were%given%help%in%their%reading%and%writing%skills,%since%these%
abilities%in%language%took%more%time%to%acquire,%compared%to%oral%and%social%skills.%She%
mentioned%learners%exiting%EAL%too%early,%because%they%were%not%ready,%and%did%not%have%
the%ability%to%transfer%their%skills%from%social%language%to%academic%language.%She%stated%
that% ELC% was% aware% of% this% dilemma,% and% worked% hard% to% overcome% problems% which%
students% experience% because% of% the% different% requirements% of% academic% language% as%
compared%to%that%used%in%informal,%social%interactions.%
%
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At%present,%Hannah%indicated%that%ELC%needed%better%consistency%in%observing%children.%
Appropriate% tools% to% assess% each% learner,% and% assess% their% knowledge% in% reading% in%
writing% in% comparison% to% their% peers’% skills,% were% highlighted.% When% assessing% the%
learners’%language%ability,%ELC%could%decide%when%the%ability%was%enough%and%when%the%
learners%could%manage%classes%on%their%own.%
%
Hannah% continued% explaining% that% there% were% many% factors% for% successful% second%
language%learning:%the%openness%of%the%child%to%learn%a%new%language;%the%staff%working%
with% the% child;% how% the% child% approached% the% language% itself;% and% if% it% was% fun,% and%
engaging,% and% interesting.% Hannah% said% that% the% more% engaged% the% learners% were,% the%
faster%they%would%learn.%Furthermore,%she%mentioned%culture%and%parent%involvement%as%
relevant% factors.% Sometimes,% parents% came% to% see% her% if% their% child% had% an% aversion% to%
learning%English,%something%which%was%not%uncommon.%She%would%then%create%a%system%
in% which% she% communicated% with% the% parents% as% often% as% needed.% She% mentioned% one%
learner%who%had%a%chart%where%she%wrote%what%they%had%done%every%lesson,%which%the%
learner%brought%home%for%the%parents%to%sign,%and%then%returned%to%school%the%next%day%
again.%
%
One% of% the% most% crucial% issues% concerning% EAL,% according% to% Hannah,% was% to% make% the%
learners% comfortable% in% the% learning% situation.% She% mentioned% that,% in% many% EAL%
learners,% she% could% see% a% difference% between% what% she% saw% in% the% learner’s% classroom,%
compared%to%her%own%classroom.%
%
“You% see% really% quiet% children% in% the% classroom% and% here% they% just% chatter% away%
because%they%are%not%afraid,%they%are%not%afraid%of%the%judgment%of%the%other%kids.%
And%another%huge%part%of%EAL%that’s%overlooked,%is,%like,%you%have%to%have%a%really%
good% relationship% with% the% kids,% they% have% to% trust% you% and% you% have% to% be% like%
funny%and%honest,%and%like%caring%and%also%push%them%at%the%same%time,%so%having%
good%record%with%the%children%is%essential%for%EAL,%I%think.”%
%
The%study%revealed%that%learners%needed%to%be%open%to%learning%a%new%language.%Making%
learners%comfortable%in%the%learning%situation%benefitted%their%second%language%learning%
in%terms%of%both%social%and%academic%language.%
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All%learners%pointed%out%that,%when%going%to%Hannah’s%room,%having%fun%was%key%in%order%
to% learn% new% language% skills.% As% fun,% engaging,% instructive% activities,% they% mentioned%
playing%games,%reading%stories,%and%writing%own%work.%Learner%3%disclosed%that%the%best%
way%in%which%he%learnt%a%new%language%was%to%have%fun%with%his%friends,%and%that%was%
something%he%felt%he%did%during%EAL%classes.%Learner%2%stated%that%one%important%activity%
when% learning% English% was% to% talk% much,% so% she% described% her% day.% When% arriving% at%
school%in%the%morning,%she%felt%confident%in%speaking%English%to%her%friends%and%when%she%
did%so%every%day,%she%felt%that%she%acquired%more%and%more%English.%Learner%5%brought%
up%the%fact%that,%when%she%was%going%to%EAL%class,%her%best%friend%from%her%mainstream%
class% was% also% going% there,% and% then% they% could% support% each% other% and% have% fun%
together.%
%
Because% both% the% learners% and% Hannah% stated% that% the% key% factor% of% learning% language%
was%to%have%fun%while%learning,%we%can%conclude%that%this%correlated%with%Kay’s%(1990)%
list% of% how% to% assist% language% learners% in% their% progress% of% language% development.% He%
mentioned% that% it% was% crucial% to% ensure% that% the% learning% environment% made% learners%
feel% supported% and% valued,% and% it% was% a% place% where% they% could% take% risks% and% make%
mistakes%in%their%learning.%%
%
Hannah% stated% that% all% EAL% support% right% now% was% pullout,% something% that% all% learners%
also% clarified% H% that% they% went% to% Hannah’s% room% during% all% EAL% support.% Hannah%
explained%that%because%of%restrictions%of%time,%and%staff,%and%schedules,%and%the%number%
of%children,%the%school%could%only%administrate%pullout%support.%Furthermore,%she%argued%
that% there% needed% to% be% flexibility% in% the% support% offered% by% the% school,% and% she% also%
expressed%her%eagerness%to%use%push#in%support%in%the%classrooms.%
%
“A%child%like%NN%next%year,%who%is%doing%very%well%in%her%class,%who’s%very%bright,%is%
grabbing%on%to%the%language%very%fast,%she%doesn’t%need%the%same%services%that%we%
would%give%a%child%who’s%new%to%the%language.%We%are%trying%to%create%a%program,%
sort%of%based%on%where%you%fall,%based%on%assessments,%classroom%observations%and%
their%reading%and%writing%levels,%where%we%place%them%[learners]%and%then%each%of%
those% categories% of% learners% get% different% services% depending% on% time,% and% how%
much%time%I’m%in%the%classroom%or%being%pulled%out.%So,%a%child%who%is%on%a%higher%
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level%and%just%need%some%like%reading%and%writing%help,%I%would%go%in%for%a%couple%of%
lessons%a%week%and%then%pull%them%out%for%a%couple%of%lessons%a%week,%as%opposed%to%
now% where% I’m% just% pulling% them% out% three% times% a% week,% for% everyone,% everyone%
gets%the%same%right%now,%which%doesn’t%make%sense.”%

%
In%the%second%interview,%Hannah%commented%on%the%support%offered%by%the%school%today,%
where% all% lessons% take% place% in% her% room.% According% to% her,% parents% and% children% had%
complained% that% learners% spent% too% much% time% outside% their% mainstream% classroom,%
which% the% school% agreed% upon,% and% for% that% reason% they% were% changing% their% support%
program% of% EAL.% She% explained% that% their% hope% for% next% year,% 2015/2016,% was% to%
establish% a% routine% of% both% push#in% and% pullout% support,% since% that% was% what% all% of% the%
data%indicated%in%terms%of%how%EAL%support%should%be%delivered:%
%
“You%have%to%be%in%the%classroom,%because,%right%now%we%are%sort%of,%I%mean,%they%
[learners]%are%getting%language%but%we%are%not%connecting%it%with%the%curriculum%as%
much% as% we% should% be% […]% We’re% hoping% for% next% year,% so,% planning% with% the%
teachers% in% before% hand% and% then% going% in% and% supporting% them% there% [in% the%
classroom],%so%it’s%more%meaningful%for%the%kids.”%
%
Since% both% Hannah% and% learners% acknowledged% that% all% support% at% ELC% took% place% in%
Hannah’s%classroom,%being%withdrawal%support%only,%this%contradicted%what%was%stated%
in%the%data,%and%foremost%what%Campbell%Hill%advocated.%The%school’s%administration%was%
aware% of% the% problem% and% was,% together% with% Hannah,% setting% a% new% plan% into% action.%
This%included%both%withdrawal%and%mainstream%support,%which%was%assured%to%parents%
when%enrolling%their%children%in%EAL.%Hannah%mentioned%parents%voicing%their%concern%
about% this,% however,% that% was% not% mentioned% by% the% parents’% answers% in% this% specific%
study.%%
%
Another% important% condition% for% language% learning,% mentioned% by% Hannah,% was% joint%
planning.% She% argued% that% the% current% planning% was% not% as% efficient% as% it% could% be;%
instead,%it%was%rather%informally%executed.%She%received%the%information%through%emails%
from% teachers,% finding% out% what% kind% of% subject% area% the% classes% were% working% on,% and%
inquired%what%reading%and%writing%they%were%doing%so%that%she%could%help%the%children%in%
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the%best%way.%She%mentioned%that%she%did%a%substantial%amount%of%guided%reading%in%her%
classes,%so%she%has%many%books%that%were%appropriate%for%the%groups%of%children.%Hannah%
also%stated:%
%
“I%mean,%I%try%to%do%a%lot%of%games,%a%lot%of%engaging%with%each%other.%I%mean,%I%think%
in%the%classroom%they%do%get%a%lot%from%just%socializing,%which%is%a%great%thing%about%
ELC,% that% there’s% a% lot% of% socializing% and% there’s% a% lot% of% group% work,% and% a% lot% of%
time%for%them%[learners]%to%sort%of%organisationally%come%up%with%their%own%ideas%
and% put% their% thoughts% together,% so% that% helps% them% attain% the% language.% But% you%
know,%I%use%a%lot%of%games%and%I%also%do%a%lot%of%reading,%because%I%think%that%you%
can%have%a%lot%of%different%conversations%from%that.”%
%
It%was%evident%from%the%study%that,%at%the%time%it%was%conducted,%EAL%classes%at%ELC%were%
always% taught% in% smaller% groups,% of% twoHfour% learners,% in% the% EAL% classroom.% Hannah%
argued%that,%in%order%to%succeed%in%L2,%she%had%to%provide%enough%help%in%the%learners’%
development% of% reading% and% writing.% She% mentioned% reading% as% a% source% of% both%
vocabulary% building% and% a% topic% for% discussions.% In% accordance% to% this,% she% had% many%
books%of%different%levels%in%her%classroom,%appropriate%for%different%groups%of%learners,%
and% she% mentioned% guided% reading% as% one% task% of% development.% Nonetheless,% Hannah%
could% see% advantages% in% using% joint% lesson% planning% with% both% EAL% teacher% and%
classroom% teacher% present.% She% discussed% how% this% planning% could% ensure% the% support%
more%closely%connected%to%the%curriculum.%As%a%result%of%this,%and%subject%to%the%learners%
sensing% a% greater% degree% of% joint% planning,% it% was% possible% they% would% experience% a%
greater%cohesion%in%their%education.%%It%was%Hannah’s%perception%that%the%learners%would%
gain%more%sufficient%support%if,%and%when,%joint%planning%would%be%executed%at%ELC.%%

4.3(Monitoring(Language(Proficiency(
In% order% to% monitor% language% proficiency,% the% school% was% in% the% process% of% changing%
systems,%to%become%better.%There%were%many%factors%to%take%into%consideration,%such%as%
length% of% time% in% the% country,% and% how% many% languages% the% child% could% speak.% Hannah%
argued%that%there%have%been%learners%enrolled%in%the%EAL%program%for%too%long,%without%
having%proper%assessments,%being%far%below%level%in%reading%and%writing.%Hannah%stated%
that% having% poor% results% in% reading% and% writing% were% usually% related% to% other% learning%
difficulties,%instead%of%being%particular%concerns%of%second%language%development.%
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Hannah%explained%during%the%interview%that,%at%ELC,%they%used%a%continuum%created%by%
Bonnie%Campbell%Hill.%The%continuum%provided%the%teachers%information%about%what%the%
learners%knew%and%how%the%school%should%plan%their%development%of%language%skills.%One%
downside%with%the%way%the%school%used%assessments%was,%according%to%Hannah,%that%they%
used% them% without% enough% detailed% notes% of% evidence% of% progress% of% the% children.% She%
also%mentioned%that%ELC,%for%next%year%2015/2016,%have%a%new%assessment%that%they%will%
be% working% with% that% provides% them% with% more% inHdepth% perspectives% of% the% learners%
through% tests% and% preHplanned% lesson% plans% to% follow.% The% WIDA% would,% in% the% future,%
provide%the%school%with%six%levels%of%learners,%all%requesting%different%types%of%services.%
%
Furthermore,%Hannah%pointed%out%that%they%monitor%the%different%levels%of%development%
that%the%learners%have%reached%about%three%times%per%year:%
%
“With% the% Bonnie% Campbell% Hill,% my% goal% would% be% to% go% over% those% things%
[assessments]% at% least% three% times% a% year,% formally,% so% that% we% can% see% them%
[learners]%making%progress%over%they%year%and%if%they’re%not%making%progress,%we%
need%to%change%the%layout%of%the%program.%“%
%
In% the% first% interview,% Hannah% stated% that,% at% the% time,% she% was% having% informal%
discussions% with% the% classroom% teachers% when% picking% up% the% children% for% EAL% class.%
Through% the% informal% discussions,% Hannah% gained% an% overview% of% what% the% classroom%
teacher% had% found% to% be% the% main% difficulties% experienced% by% each% teacher,% and% could%
therefore%make%an%observation%and%put%in%resources%where%necessary.%ELC%attempted%to%
change% the% informal% meetings% into% preHplanned% meetings% between% EAL% teacher% and%
classroom% teacher.% Teachers% would% sit% down% and% plan% together,% so% what% Hannah% was%
teaching% related% to% what% the% class,% and% especially% the% learner,% was% doing% in% the%
classroom.% At% the% time,% Hannah% was% supporting% reading% and% writing% using% tasks% which%
were%not%only%connected%to%the%classroom%activities.%
%
The% importance% of% assessments% was% acknowledged% by% Hannah,% and% she% discussed% the%
information% they% provided% about% the% learners’% language% progress.% Thus,% since%
assessments% were% of% importance% at% ELC,% it% was% also% revealed% in% the% interviews% that,% in%
order%to%gain%more%insight%into%the%development%by%their%learners,%assessments%could%be%
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used% differently.% At% present,% they% provided% teachers% with% information% but,% in% order% to%
identify% the% degree% of% progress% achieved,% sufficiently% detailed% notes% were% essential.% To%
make%classroom%teachers%more%aware%of%the%different%levels%of%development%within%EAL%
continuums,% each% learner’s% progress% has% to% be% monitored.% The% monitoring% could% be%
achieved% through% specialized% tests% which% Hannah% mentioned% would% be% done% in%
2015/2016.% The% results% showed% inadequacy% in% how% assessments% were% carried% out.%
Assessments%were%written,%but%without%enough%detailed%notes%of%each%learner’s%progress.%
The% data% indicated% that% learners% needed% to% be% monitored% in% their% growing% skills,% and%
formal% meetings% would% enable% teachers% to% recognise% the% level% of% progression% and%
proficiency%together.%%%
%
Hannah%participated%in%parentHteacher%conferences%during%the%year%and%explained%that,%
every% month,% she% aimed% to% send% parents% an% email% with% information% about% what% they%
were% doing% in% EAL.% Usually,% this% information% consisted% of% twoHthree% paragraphs,%
including% specific% subjects% learners% had% worked% with% and% concepts% they% were% looking%
forward%to%work%with.%Parent%1%explained%that%they%have%a%very%good%onHgoing%dialogue%
with% the% EAL% teacher,% and% also% that% they% were% given% information% about% the% children’s%
progress%when%they%receive%their%report%cards,%which%was%three%times%per%year.%She%also%
mentioned% that% there% were% two% scheduled% meetings% with% the% teachers% of% the% children%
every%year.%Parent%2%explained%that%she%received%emails%on%her%child’s%progress.%As%from%
the% next% year,% 2015/2016,% Hannah% expressed% that% ELC% would% have% arranged% meetings%
with% parents% of% all% learners% to% inform% them% of% the% continuum% in% EAL% including% what%
parents% could% expect% from% it.% Additionally,% the% meetings% would% provide% parents% with%
useful% information% of% support% and% assessment% throughout% the% school% year.% She% also%
mentioned%that%it%would%be%good%to%use%a%continuum%for%the%children%to%see,%in%order%for%
them%to%enable%them%to%monitor%their%own%development%and%set%goals%for%their%language%
acquisition.%
%
Parents% reported% that% they% received% information% about% their% child’s% progress,% through%
different% channels,% such% as% dialogue% with% Hannah,% meetings% with% teachers,% and% report%
cards% describing% the% child’s% progress.% This% confirmed% that% ELC% involved% parents,%
providing%them%with%sufficient%information%about%the%learners’%progress.%%
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4.4(Learners(First(Language(

Learners%1%to%5%all%stated%that%they%speak%Swedish%at%home%on%a%regular%basis,%with%their%
mother,% father,% and% siblings.% Learner% 2% added% that,% every% now% and% then,% she% spoke%
Swedish% with% friends% who% were% from% Sweden,% living% in% Bangkok,% but% these% friends%
attended% different% schools,% and% therefore% they% did% not% see% each% other% very% often.% She%
mentioned%that%she%mostly%spoke%Swedish%at%home,%but%from%time%to%time%alternated%and%
spoke% English,% because% that% was% the% language% she% had% been% speaking% all% day% in% school,%
and% found% it% difficult% to% switch.% Learner% 4% also% pointed% out% that% Swedish% was% the%
language%she%spoke%most%during%a%day,%even%if%she%hardly%spoke%any%Swedish%in%school.%
In%the%mornings,%she%spoke%Swedish%to%her%family,%and%when%arriving%home%after%school%
she%immediately%spoke%Swedish%again.%Learner%1%said%he%felt%confident%speaking%Swedish%
since%he%knew%more%words%in%that%language,%and%could%be%more%creative%when%using%it.%
%
Hannah%said%that%one%new%reform%ELC%was%about%to%launch%was%a%sort%of%home%language%
survey% for% children.% This% would% investigate% which% languages% learners% spoke% at% home,%
with%their%parents,%grandparents%and%siblings,%in%order%to%establish%in%what%language%the%
family% responded% in% discussions.% Hannah% revealed% that% she% had% often% heard% parents%
claim%that%the%language%used%around%the%dining%table%was%English,%even%though%they%have%
a% different% L1.% She% commented% on% this% by% explaining% that% this% was% what% many% parents%
thought%the%school%wanted%to%hear.%However,%she%said%she%always%advocated%all%families%
should%use%their%L1,%because%the%stronger%L1,%the%stronger%second%language%acquisition.%
%
“Sometimes%it’s%hard%to%get%parents%to%understand,%so%they%say%to%us:%every%night%we%
speak% English% over% dinner,% or% such% and% such,% which% we% sort% of% know% is% not%
happening,% and% that’s% okay,% you% don’t% want% that.% I% think% that% the% home% language%
survey% will% be% really% great% information% for% us% to% see,% and% have% the% kids% fill% it% out,%
you%know,%and%get%their%true%opinion%about%it.”%
%
Another%aspect%which%emerged%in%the%interview%was%that%ELC%offered%languages%as%after%
school%activities%to%their%students.%Among%the%languages%offered%at%the%time%of%the%study%
were% Thai,% Mandarin% and% Swedish.% Hannah% mentioned% the% strength% in% receiving%
schooling%in%both%learners%L1%and%L2.%
%
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All%parents%have%included%Swedish%lessons%as%an%afterHschool%activity,%and%as%one%part%of%
developing% their% children’s% language% skills% in% Swedish.% They% also% wrote% that% reading%
books%and%speaking%Swedish%at%home%were%important%for%maintaining%their%L1.%Parent%1%
explained%that%they%maintained%the%children’s%language%skills%by%only%speaking%Swedish%
at%home.%Parent%1%wrote%that,%in%addition%to%the%considerable%amount%of%speech,%they%also%
read%many%Swedish%books,%watched%Swedish%movies%and%encouraged%the%older%children%
to%write%“paper”%letters%to%their%friends%in%Sweden.%
%
As%predicted,%all%parents%considered%L1%very%important%and%were%eager%to%maintain%their%
children’s% first% language.% Making% sure% that% their% children% were% given% the% best%
opportunities%to%develop,%in%both%L1%and%L2,%seemed%to%be%essential.%Different%channels%
brought%different%perspectives%into%first%language%learning%and,%since%all%data%stated%that%
the% stronger% L1,% the% stronger% L2,% the% parents% could% have% been% aware% of% this% fact% when%
providing% answers% for% the% questionnaire.% In% the% interviews% with% Hannah,% she% stressed%
the%importance%of%good%language%knowledge%in%learners’%L1.%Hannah%advocated%L1%usage%
at%home%H%the%stronger%L1,%the%stronger%L2.%Furthermore,%she%discussed%the%opportunity%
to% receive% schooling% in% learners’% L1% as% good% progress,% for% both% L1% and% L2% language%
development.%One%explanation%for%progress%was%that%all%learners%in%the%study%were%given%
the%opportunity%to%receive%L1%schooling%as%an%after%school%activity.%The%study%confirmed%
that,% at% ELC,% both% teachers% and% the% administration% showed% interest% in% managing% L1%
capacity,% and% made% sure% that% they% would% comprehend% as% much% information% from% the%
learners%as%possible.%As%pointed%out,%first%language%learning%was%of%importance%regarding%
second% language% learning.% All% data% indicated% this% fact% and% the% results% showed% that% all%
Swedish%parents%and%learners%responded%that%they,%on%a%regular%basis,%spoke%Swedish%at%
home.%

5(Discussion(
The% purpose% of% this% study% was% to% acquire% a% deeper% knowledge% in% second% language%
learning,%and%notably%English%as%an%additional%language.%This%study%aimed%to%answer%the%
following% questions:% To# what# extent# does# EAL# benefit# second# language# learners’#
development#of#language#acquisition?#and% How#is#the#EAL#learners’#language#proficiency#
monitored?%The%theoretical%starting%point%was%to%describe%the%aspects%concerned%in%this%
study:% language% acquisition,% second% language% acquisition,% English% as% an% additional%
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language% in% general% and% at% The% Early% Learning% Centre% in% Bangkok,% and% English% as% an%
additional% language% continuum.% These% aspects% have% been% analysed% through% different%
sources%of%literature,%e.g.%SavilleHTroike%(2012),%Clark%(2013),%Kay%(1990),%and%Campbell%
Hill%(2001).%

5.1( To( what( extent( does( EAL( benefit( second( language( learners’( development( of(
language(acquisition?(
Language% has% always% been% a% social% function:% necessary% in% society% at% large,% and%
particularly% in% school.% The% study% established% that% ensuring% communication% has% to% be%
fundamental% when% planning% and% implementing% support% in% English% as% an% additional%
language.%This%can%be%seen%in%the%Analysis,%p.%41,%in%which%learners%were%interviewed%and%
it%was%apparent%that%language%proficiency%was%important%regarding%school%environment,%
both% to% communicate% and% to% socialise.% It% is% also% confirmed% by% Clark% (2013,% p.% 5)% who%
claims% that% learning% how% to% encode% language% and% how% to% engage% in% a% conversation% are%
complex% processes,% and% Krashen% (2013,% p% 19)% who% concurs% this% aspect% and% states% that%
functions% of% language% are% used% to% communicate% and% to% mark% membership% in% a% social%
group.% Both% literature% and% interviewees% were% in% accord% in% emphasizing% the% value% of%
enhancing%language%learning:%this%was%partly%to%meet%the%school’s%demands,%and%partly%to%
improve%the%language%acquisition%which%was%so%critical%for%both%their%success%in%school%
and%their%social%life.%
%
The%study%indicated%that,%to%learn%and%master%a%language,%both%academic%and%social%skills%
were%necessary.%When%learning%second%language,%much%was%expected%from%the%students.%
If% they% were% encouraged% to% produce% both% spoken% and% written% language% from% an% early%
stage,% this% would% help% them% in% their% language% development% and% language% proficiency.%
Teachers% have% to% be% able% to% support% students% at% different% levels,% using%a% wide% range% of%
techniques%or%strategies%to%enable%each%student%to%develop.%Students%with%basic%language%
knowledge%needed%support%at%the%level%of%words%and%phrases.%More%advanced%students%
needed% support% in% a% more% advanced% way,% where% teachers% showed% them% how% certain%
features%of%language%worked.%The%study%confirmed%that%there%were%different%approaches%
to% deliver% EAL% support,% but% only% one% of% these% was% to% be% found% at% ELC% when% this% study%
took% place.% Firstly% withdrawal% support,% where% students% worked% with% language% specific%
skills% in% an% EAL% classroom,% gave% them% the% chance% to% learn% vocabulary,% writing% and%
reading%in%smaller%groups%and,%secondly,%mainstream%support%meant%that%students%were%
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expected%to%stay%in%their%classroom,%receiving%support%with%an%EAL%teacher%present.%This%
accorded% Kay’s% (1990% p.% 73)% assertion% that% it% is% important% to% meet% students% at% their%
individual%level%of%development.%Campbell%Hill%(2001,%p.%421)%considers%it%detrimental%to%
remove%children%from%their%classes%for%the%purposes%of%such%support.%Instead,%she%argues%
that% they% should% remain% with% their% peers% throughout% the% support% process% because% the%
development%of%language%skills%is%enhanced%when%students%have%the%opportunity%to%learn%
alongHside%peers%within%a%classroom.%
%
The%data%used%for%this%study%indicated%that%the%more%advanced%language%skills%students%
had%in%their%first%language,%the%more%advanced%their%second%language%would%become.%ELC%
highlighted% that% EAL% support% provided% by% them% accelerated% language% acquisition,%
moving%students%through%the%learning%stages%that%they%underwent%when%acquiring%new%
language.% It% was% established% that% adequate% reading% and% speaking% competence% in%
students’% L2% was% required% for% communication% in% school% with% teachers% and% with% peers.%
These% skills% took% more% time% to% acquire% and% therefore% suitable% support% was% of%
importance.% Through% reading,% students% became% aware% of% literacy,% rules% regarding%
spelling% and% vocabulary,% and% also% more% complex% grammatical% structures% of% the% target%
language.% SavilleHTroike% (2012,% p.% 16H17)% mentions% that% underlying% knowledge% about%
language%structures%and%language%principles%are%vital%when%students%have%acquired%both%
L1% and% L2.% The% acquired% knowledge% in% L1% could% be% transferred% to% the% student’s% L2,%
supporting% and% providing% knowledge% in% reading,% writing% and% listening% skills.% This%
accorded% with% Cummins’s% CUP% (1983)% which% proposes% that% the% transfer% between% the%
features% of% L1% and% L2% shared% a% common% underlying% proficiency% regarding% concepts% of%
language%and%linguistic%abilities%of%the%student.%Prior%knowledge%of%content%and%language%
played%a%major%role%in%helping%students%to%make%second%language%input%comprehensible%
(NALDIC,% 2011b).% Likewise,% Krashen’s% Comprehension#Hypothesis% (2008)% proposes% that%
students%who%used%this%method%–%acquiring%language%when%they%understood%what%they%
heard% and% read% –% developed% in% their% L2% acquisition% by% using% already% learned% language,%
knowledge%of%the%world%and%context%in%general.%Therefore,%students%played%an%important%
role%in%their%own%language%development.%This%was%revealed%in%the%Analysis,%p.%42,%where%
Hannah%stated%the%importance%of%providing%enough%help%in%the%students’%development%of%
reading% and% writing.% This% statement% of% Hannah% corresponded% closely% with% Krashen%
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(2008,% p.% 180)% who% asserts% that% language% is% acquired% when% learners% are% ready% and%
understand%aspects%of%language.%
%
Furthermore,% the% study% proved% that% the% level% of% support% for% language% development%
provided%by%parents%to%students,%and%parents’%attitude%towards%the%target%language,%were%
important% for% language% competence.% If% parents% were% engaged,% students% became% more%
engaged.%In%accordance%with%this,%both%Campbell%Hill%(2001,%p.%421)%and%Burke%(1990,%p.%
41)% point% out% parental% attitude% toward% new% culture% and% social% interaction% as% factors% of%
language%learning.%Factors%in%how%students%absorb%new%language%included,%for%example,%
letting%children%play%with%friends,%using%the%child’s%L2,%after%school.%Campbell%Hill%(2001,%
p.%446)%stresses%that,%if%parents%are%able%to%help%their%children%by%explaining%concepts%in%
the%child’s%L1,%that%could%overcome%challenges%that%learners%might%otherwise%encounter.%%
%
Lastly,%the%study%confirmed%that%students%who%felt%motivated%and%confident%in%learning%a%
new% language% were% better% able% to% memorise% aspects% of% language% and% acquired% the%
desired%skills%in%reading%and%writing.%This%could%be%seen%in%the%Analysis,%p.%41,%where%the%
learners% that% were% interviewed% emphasized% that% EAL% support% has% developed% their%
language%proficiency.%In%the%Analysis,%p.%41%and%44,%parents%responded%that%confidence%in%
their% children% and% assessments% produced% by% the% school% provided% them% with% necessary%
information% about% their% children’s% progression.% Furthermore,% the% learners% in% the% study%
mentioned% that% they% were% motivated% to% continue% to% progress% in% their% second% language.%
This%accorded%with%NALDIC’s%(2011b)%assertion%that%continued%EAL%support%developed%
the% degree% of% academic% language% proficiency% necessary% for% academic% success,% which%
could% be% evaluated% through% assessment.% Furthermore,% it% confirmed% Campbell% Hill’s%
(2001,%p.%416)%statement%that%continuums%in%reading%and%writing%provide%a%way%to%assess%
students’% ability% to% read% and% write,% but% it% is% also% essential% to% register% the% increasing%
abilities%in%speaking%and%understanding%English%language.%

5.2(How(is(the(EAL(learners’(language(proficiency(monitored?(
The% study% proved% that% it% was% crucial% to% provide% support% for% a% longer% period% of% time.%
Students% often% became% fluent% in% oral% and% social% language% within% the% first% two% years% of%
schooling,% but% needed% continued% support% to% develop% academic% language% proficiency%
necessary%for%academic%success.%James%and%Van%Steenbrugge%(1990,%p.%85)%confirm%this%
and% stress% that% conversational% ease% may% give% the% illusion% of% complete% control% of%
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language.% The% study% indicated% that,% in% order% to% determine% linguistic% progress,%
assessments% were% essential.% The% basic% questions,% created% by% SavilleHTroike% (2012),%
acknowledged% this,% when% asking:% What# exactly# L2# learners# come# to# know?% and% How#
learners#acquire#knowledge?%In%order%to%establish%answers%to%these%questions,%students’%
progress% needed% to% be% observed.% At% ELC,% they% used% Campbell% Hill’s% developmental%
continuums.% Students’% growing% skills% needed% to% be% monitored,% and% using% continuums%
would%enable%teachers%to%document%students’%abilities%in%reading,%writing,%speaking,%and%
listening% in% the% English% language.% This% could% be% seen% in% the% Analysis,% p.% 44,% where% it%
became% apparent% that% assessments% were% of% importance% in% recognising% each% learner’s%
progress.% The% study% showed% that% informal% discussions% provided% relevant% information,%
but%that%preHplanned%meetings%between%EAL%teacher%and%classroom%teacher%would%have%
greater%impact%on%language%development%for%the%students.%PreHplanned%meetings%would%
enable% EAL% teachers% to% be% more% involved% in% activities% taking% part% in% the% classroom%
curriculum.% This% was% confirmed% by% Campbell% Hill% (2001,% p.% 423)% who% states% that%
continuums% enable% schools% and% teachers% to% follow% up% on% progress% and% to% compare%
students%to%their%native%EnglishHspeaking%peers%to%establish%proficiency.%When%students%
have% gained% adequate% English% skills,% they% should% be% able% to% progress% through% their%
classes%by%themselves.%However,%as%pointed%out%in%the%study,%the%school%carried%out%the%
assessments% without% sufficient% notes% of% evidence% of% students’% progress.% The% study%
confirmed% that,% in% order% to% modify% the% system,% changes% were% planned% to% occur% for% the%
school%year%of%2015/2016%with%new%assessment,%including%tests%which%would%determine%
what%kind%of%services5%each%student%required.%%

6(Conclusion(

The%primary%aim%of%this%research%is%to%add%to%existing%understanding%as%to%how%students%
are%able%to%acquire%new%additional%language,%and%develop%linguistic%skills,%within%school.%
In%second%language%acquisition,%English%as%an%Additional%Language%is%a%support%program%
offered%to%students%to%improve%their%academic%learning.%EAL%can%be%a%decisive%tool%when%
students%learn%English%as%a%second%language.%In%this%study,%EAL%is%investigated%in%terms%of%
its% benefits% and% drawbacks.% Through% identifying% what% they% are,% and% how% they% affect%
second%language%learning,%this%study%evaluates%EAL%support%in%order%to%reach%insightful%
conclusions%that%would%be%instructive%at%all%levels%from%language%teachers%in%schools%to%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
5%Withdrawal%and%mainstream%support.%
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government.% The% study% correlates% literature,% interviews% and% questionnaires% to%
determine% the% extent% to% which% EAL% benefits% second% language% learners’% development% of%
language%acquisition%and,%how%EAL%learners’%language%proficiency%is%monitored.%%
%
The%theoretical%starting%point%is%to%describe%language%acquisition.%Clark%%(2012)%explains%
first% language% acquisition,% and% SavilleHTroike% (2011)% and% Cummins% (1983)% clarify% the%
differences%in%first%and%second%language%acquisition.%NALDIC%(2011b)%states%that%second%
language% acquisition% can% be% referred% to% in% different% ways,% EAL% being% one% of% these,% and%
explains%that%L2%students%are%required%to%learn%in%and%through%another%language%rather%
than%their%L1.%This%is%followed%by%Campbell%Hill’s%(2001)%and%Burke’s%(1990)%view%of%how%
EAL% should% be% interpreted% and% delivered.% The% study% is% conducted% at% ELC,% using%
qualitative% interviews% with% students% and% one% EAL% teacher,% and% a% questionnaire% which%
interrogates%parents%for%their%views%on%EAL,%to%answer%the%thesis%questions.%This%study%
demonstrates%that%sufficient%support%and%thoroughly%monitored%skills%enhance%students’%
language%development.%%
%
Communication% within% a% learner’s% L2% appears% to% be% the% key% to% accelerate% learning%
features% in% language.% According% to% Krashen% (2013,% p.% 19),% language% has% only% two%
functions:%to%communicate%and%to%mark%the%speaker%as%a%member%of%a%social%group.%The%
study% shows% that% both% academic% language% and% social% language% is% of% importance.% If%
students%organise%language%around%communicative%purposes%and%contexts%in%their%usage%
of% both% L1% and% L2,% the% language% use% reveals% a% common% underlying% proficiency% which%
benefits% language% learning% in% general% (Cummins,% 1983).% % Students% with% greater%
proficiency% in% L1% appear% to% learn% L2% more% easily.% Although% surface% aspects% of% different%
languages% diverge,% underlying% cognitive/academic% proficiency% is% common% across%
languages%which%makes%transfer%between%languages%possible.%Both%SavilleHTroike%(2012)%
and%Shoebottom%(2015)%describe%different%stages%students%encounter%when%learning%L2.%%
%
These% stages% of% linguistic% development% need% to% be% supported% in% appropriate% ways:%
students% need% to% feel% positive% about% the% learning% situation;% to% be% provided% with%
opportunities% to% communicate% in% talking,% reading% and% writing% and% to% be% met% at% their%
individual%level%of%development.%The%results%show%that%EAL%support%benefits%learners%at%
different%levels,%but%that%these%levels%of%development%can%be%better%achieved%if,%and%when,%
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both% withdrawal% and% mainstream% support% is% offered.% The% present% support% delivered% at%
ELC,% which% consist% only% of% withdrawal,% does% not% accord% with% what% is% specified% in%
literature% and% is% also% assured% in% the% parents’% information% brochure% (Appendix% 6).% ELC%
presents% their% EAL% program% as% a% combination% of% both% mainstream% and% withdrawal%
support.% Burke% (1990)% stats% that% students% who% do% not% receive% adequate% support% in%
English% might% develop% gaps% in% their% conceptual% knowledge% as% a% result% of% not%
understanding%what%is%taught.%%
%
Furthermore,% it% is% discovered% that,! even% though% all% students% are% monitored% in% their%
developmental% stages% three% times% a% year,% more% detailed% notes% of% progress% will% be%
positive.% According% to% NALDIC% (2011b),% students% need% to% be% compared% to% classroom%
peers% in% order% to% gain% awareness% of% how% much% linguistic% knowledge% they% possess.%
Campbell% Hill% (2001)% explains% that% it% is% essential% that% students% are% monitored% in% their%
growing%skills%and%abilities,%which%is%done%through%assessments.%The%assessments%used%
at%ELC%are%Campbell%Hill’s%notion%of%‘continuums’,%which%provides%teachers%with%relevant%
information%about%students’%knowledge,%their%progress,%and%how%ELC%could%set%a%plan%for%
the%development%of%language%skills.%%
%
A% weakness% of% this% study% is% that% the% interviewees% are% few% in% total,% compared% to% the%
number%of%students%attending%EAL%program%at%ELC.%If%more%students,%and%parents,%were%
to%have%given%their%opinion%of%EAL,%the%results%may%have%been%of%different%character.%This%
study% only% includes% Swedish% L1% students,% and% that% may% have% had% an% impact% upon% how%
the% support% is% regarded.% The% concern% mentioned% by% Hannah% in% the% interviews% about%
English%language%usage%at%home%is%not%an%issue%since%all%learners%and%parents%state%that%
they% use% Swedish% as% their% home% language.% Thus,% the% results% of% the% study% might% have%
provided%a%different%outcome%if%the%same%study%were%to%have%been%conducted%in%another%
setting%or%with%additional%interviewees.%Therefore,%researchers%in%the%future%may%wish%to%
consider%further%studies%which%investigate%EAL%on%a%larger%scale%in%order%to%establish%the%
validity%or%otherwise%of%the%findings%outlined%in%this%essay.%%
%
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Appendix(1(
Helping!Your!EAL!Learner!at!Home!

!
! Find%some%time%every%day%to%listen%and%talk%with%your%child%about%his%or%her%
school%day%in%your%home%language.!
! Attend%school%presentations%whenever%possible.%!
! Read%to%your%child%in%your%native%language.%!
! Explain%challenging%concepts%to%your%child%in%your%native%language.%!
! Provide%your%child%with%videos,%tapes,%and%CDs%of%stories%in%English.%If%possible,%
have%versions%of%these%in%both%English%and%your%child’s%home%language.%!
! Provide%you%child%with%a%dual%language%dictionary%or%picture%dictionary%for%use%at%
school%as%well%as%at%home.%!
! Encourage%your%child%to%watch%some%television%programs%in%English%that%are%of%
educational%value.%!
! Provide%an%authentic%purpose%for%learning%English,%such%as%asking%where%to%find%
something%at%a%grocery%store%or%ordering%at%a%restaurant.%!
! Allow%your%child%to%teach%you%English.%!
! Do%not%force%your%child%to%speak%in%English.%!

!
Family!Support:!New!to!English!
• Read%books%to%your%child,%either%in%English%or%your%home%language.%The%books%
should%have%pictures%that%closely%match%the%meaning%of%the%words%on%the%page.%!
• Talk%about%English%stories%in%your%home%language.%!
• Provide%you%child%with%tapes%of%English%books%and%songs.%!
• Read%English%signs%to%your%child%(such%as%store%signs%and%road%signs).%!
• Provide%your%child%with%interactive%computer%games%in%English.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%play%with%EnglishHspeaking%children.%!
• Praise%your%child’s%attempt%to%speak%in%English%and%do%not%worry%if%the%child%
makes%mistakes.%The%focus%should%be%on%building%confidence%and%communicating%
meaning.%!
!
Family!Support:!Early!Acquisition!
• Share%English%books%with%your%child.%Talk%about%the%illustrations%and%the%story%in%
your%home%language.%!
• Talk%about%English%language%books%in%your%home%language.%!
• Help%your%child%read%English%signs%(such%as%store%signs%and%road%signs).%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%share%new%words,%rhymes,%and/or%songs%learned%at%
school.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%read%books%from%school%to%you,%then%tell%you%the%story%in%
your%home%language.%!
• Review%vocabulary%words%and%books%used%at%school.%!
• Provide%your%child%with%a%tape%recorder%to%record%songs%and%stories%learned%at%
school.%!
• Provide%your%child%with%interactive%computer%games%in%English.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%invite%EnglishHspeaking%children%over%to%play.%!
• Praise%your%child’s%attempt%to%speak%in%English%and%do%not%worry%if%the%child%
makes%mistakes.%The%focus%should%be%on%building%confidence%and%communicating%
meaning.!
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!
Family!Support:!Becoming!Familiar!
• Talk%about%English%language%books%in%your%home%language.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%read%books%from%school%to%you,%then%tell%you%the%story%in%
your%home%language.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%make%up%stories%from%pictures.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%tell%you%in%your%home%language%what%he%or%she%is%learning%
at%school.%!
• Review%English%vocabulary%and%school%work%with%your%child.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%share%new%words,%rhymes,%and%songs%learned%at%school.%!
• Help%your%child%read%English%informational%texts%(such%as%store%signs,%road%signs,%
labels,%menus,%and%instructions).%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%watch%some%television%programs%in%English%that%are%of%
educational%value.%!
• Provide%your%child%with%tapes,%videos,%and%CDs%of%stories%in%English.%If%possible,%
have%versions%in%both%English%and%your%home%language.%!
• Provide%your%child%with%interactive%computer%games%in%English.%!
• Provide%your%child%with%a%tape%recorder%to%record%songs%and%stories%learned%at%
school.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%invite%EnglishHspeaking%children%over%to%play.%!
• Praise%your%child’s%attempt%to%speak%in%English%and%do%not%worry%if%the%child%
makes%mistakes.%The%focus%should%be%on%building%confidence%and%communicating%
meaning.!
!
Family!Support:!Becoming!Competent!and!Becoming!Fluent!!
• Encourage%your%child%to%read%books%from%school%to%you,%then%tell%you%the%story%in%
your%home%language.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%make%up%stories%from%pictures.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%tell%you%in%your%home%language%what%she%or%he%is%learning%
at%school.%!
• Review%English%vocabulary%and%school%work%with%your%child.!
• Encourage%your%child’s%use%of%a%thesaurus%to%add%more%interesting%words%to%oral%
presentations.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%express%his%or%her%opinion%in%your%home%language%about%
news%reports,%movies,%or%television%programs%you%watch%together.%!
• Provide%your%child%with%tapes,%videos,%and%CDs%of%stories%in%English.%If%possible,%
have%versions%in%both%English%and%your%home%language.%!
• Provide%your%child%with%interactive%computer%games%in%English.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%invite%EnglishHspeaking%children%over%to%play.%!
!
Family!Support:!Fluent!
• Encourage%your%child’s%use%of%a%thesaurus%to%add%precise%or%interesting%words%to%
oral%presentations.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%tell%you%in%your%home%language%what%she%or%he%is%learning%
at%school.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%express%his%or%her%opinion%in%your%home%language%about%
English%news%reports,%movies,%or%television%programs%you%watch%together.%!
• Encourage%your%child%to%invite%EnglishHspeaking%children%over%to%play.%!
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Listening and Comprehension

ó
Oral Expression

I sometimes participate in discussions and say what I think.
I can retell what someone says with my teacher’s help.
I like to speak in English and ask people questions.
I can sometimes answer harder questions (like “Why do you
think some parents don’t let their kids have pets?”).
I can easily ask for things and give information.
I sometimes ask questions when I don’t understand.
I can talk about what we are studying in class, sometimes
saying what might happen and why.
I can talk about feelings and use new words about what we
are studying in class.
I usually understand what we are learning, but sometimes
need some help or explanations.
I speak English clearly and others understand me.
I use longer sentences and connecting words (like “next”
and “then”).
I usually ask questions in the right way.
I can speak using the present, past, and future verb tenses.
I want to speak better English so people can understand me
more easily.

Becoming Competent

I can listen to someone speaking English when my teacher
reminds me.
I can do what my teacher tells me, one step at a time.
I watch others to know what I’m supposed to do.
I answer “hello” and “goodbye” by nodding and using my
body.
I can answer simple questions (like “How are you?”).
I ask for things I need with one word or I use my hands to
show what I mean.
I understand some of what people say but I use my body to
answer.
I understand what is happening in the classroom, but I can’t
use English words yet.
I know the names of things we learned in class.
I can repeat English words and short sentences with help
from my teacher and friends.
I can repeat English words when I hear them.
I can speak some English with help.
I like learning English.

Developmental Continuums
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New to English
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Pronunciation and Fluency

˛

Grammar

I can pay attention to someone speaking English.
I listen to others and share my ideas and opinions.
I can usually retell what someone else has said.
I use English in different subject areas for different reasons
(such as to predict or explain).
I can answer difficult questions (such as, “Why will the rock
sink if I throw it in a bucket of water?).
I ask questions when I don’t understand something.
I know how to speak in different ways to different people
(such as to other kids vs. a report or to adults).
I sometimes speak in front of a group without getting
nervous.
I can talk about feelings and use new words about what we
are studying in class.
I understand what we are learning in class in English.
I speak English almost as easily as my home language.
I usually change my voice when I ask questions or to show
excitement.
I ask questions the right way.
I speak with confidence and try new words and phrases.

Becoming Fluent

I enjoy stories in English if there are pictures that tell me
what the words mean.
I can do as my teacher tells me, two steps at a time.
I can answer “hello” and “goodbye” with one or two words in
English.
I can use one word to answer questions.
I can say more English words and can answer when
someone talks to me (like “I’m fine” and “this car”).
When my teacher helps me, I can answer some questions in
class.
I can use some words I learned in class.
When my teacher helps me, I can understand what goes on
in class.
Sometimes people can understand what I say in English.
I can use simple sentences that people understand (like “Girl
go shop buy toy.”).
I practice English and try new words and sentences.
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Attitude

During discussions, I listen to others, share my ideas, and
make good suggestions.
I can retell what someone has said, including the most
important information and some details.
I speak English fluently in school and outside of school.
I can participate and do my work in English in all my classes.
I use English for many reasons (to tell, predict, explain) in all
subjects and I can talk about feelings and ideas.
I feel confident when I speak in front of a group in English.
I understand what is said in all my classes as well as my
English-speaking classmates.
I use big words just like my English-speaking friends.
I speak English as easily as I speak my home language.
I speak with expression.
I use correct grammar and tenses (e.g., “Tomorrow I will be
going on a long trip and I will see my good friend.”).

Fluent

I can pay attention when I listen to someone speaking
English.
I follow directions without help.
I like to speak to others in English and ask questions.
When people ask me questions, I can answer in English.
I can answer questions with more than one word.
I know what to say if my teacher asks me different types of
questions (like, “What will happen if...?” or “What does it look
like?”).
I usually understand what we are learning in class.
I can talk about things that are not in the classroom.
People usually understand me when I speak English.
I use short and easy sentences when I talk.
I can speak in sentences (e.g., “Yesterday I go pool and I
swam.”).
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Becoming Familiar
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Appendix(3(
Explain%why%the%study%is%made,%in%easy%language.%Ask%the%child%if%she/he%wants%to%
voluntary%be%part%of%the%study,%explain%that%the%child%can%decide%to%not%answer%more%
questions%if%he/she%doesn’t%want%to,%that%everything%that%is%said%in%confidentiality%and%the%
child’s%name%will%not%be%put%anywhere.%In%order%to%avoid%guessing%answers%from%the%
children,%they%should%be%told%before%the%interview%that%if%they%are%unsure%about%a%
question%it%is%okay%for%them%to%say%“I%don’t%know”%or%to%ask%for%further%clarification.%At%the%
end%of%the%interview%children%should%be%thanked%for%their%time%and%asked%if%there%is%
anything%they%want%to%add,%which%gives%them%the%opportunity%to%talk%about%things%they%
think%are%important%but%has%not%been%raised%during%the%interview.%%
%
Questions!to!learners:!
1. Where%are%you%from?%%
2. What%language%do%you%speak%at%home%and%to%whom?%%
3. How%long%have%you%been%living%in%Bangkok?%%
4. How%long%have%you%attended%ELC%school?%%
5. Have%you%attended%schools%in%other%countries?%Which?%%
6. How%much%English%did%you%know%when%you%started%ELC?%(grade%1H6,%the%stages%in%
the%continuum)%
7. How%much%English%do%you%know%now?%%
(Questions!6&7:%Giving%the%students%the%opportunity%to%see%the%headings%of%the%
different%stages%of%development%and%describe%them%when%ever%needed:%new#to#
English,#early#acquisition,#becoming#familiar,#becoming#competent,#becoming#fluent,#
fluent)%
8. How%much%do%you%use%English%and%your%first%language%per%day?%%
9. ELC%uses%support%through%going%to%Sara’s%room%(withdrawal)%and%support%when%
Sara%comes%into%your%classroom%(mainstream),%which%of%the%two%do%you%think%is%best%
for%your%English%and%why?%%
10. How%do%you%learn%new%language%skills?%(words,%etc.)%%
%

%

%

%
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Questions!to!teacher:!
1.%What%is%SLA?%What%is%involved%in%learning%a%second%language?%What%are%the%important%
conditions%for%successful%second%language%learning?%%
2.%There%are%many%different%approaches%in%learning%English%as%a%second%language.%What%
defines%EAL%as%a%good%tool%in%SLA?%Advantages?%%
3.%What%methods%are%used%in%the%EALHprogram%and%why?%How%do%these%methods%gain%
language%development?%
4.%What%effects%does%EAL%have%on%learner’s%language%development?%How%long%do%children%
attend%EAL%support?%How%do%you%determine%when%they%have%reached%a%level%of%academic%
use%enough%to%not%have%the%support%any%more?%%
5.%How%do%you%monitor%language%proficiency%with%the%students%in%EAL%classes?%How%do%
you%make%a%plan%for%children%with%different%language%abilities?%To%what%extent%do%you%
use%the%EAL%Listening%and%Speaking%Continuum%found%in%…?%%
6.%Bilingual%teaching%assistance%is%highly%recommended.%How%does%ELC%as%a%school%apply%
to%this%fact?%
7.#What%exactly%does%the%L2%learner%come%to%know?%%
8.#How%does%the%learner%acquire%this%knowledge?%
9.#Why#are%some%learners%more%successful%than%others?%%
10.%Can%you%describe%what%ELC%means%with%mainstream%EAL%support%and%withdrawal?%
How%do%these%differ%and%what%advantages%do%they%hold?%How%do%mainstream%teachers%
collaborate%in%their%planning%with%EAL%teachers?%(joint%planning,%parallel%teaching)%
11.%You%mentioned%WIDA,%how%do%you%use%the%WIDA%tests?%What%is%WIDA%language%test%
and%what%do%these%show?%%
%
Additional!questions,!second!interview:!ASSESSMENT!TOOLS!
12.%Which%two%assessment%tools%do%you%use%and%why?%%
13.%Can%you%describe%how%the%assessment%cards%are%used?%Can%you%describe%how%you%
evaluate%language%skills%and%knowledge%according%to%the%assessment%cards%you%use%
(WIDA,%Campbell%Hill)?%How%often%are%these%assessments%done?%How%takes%part%of%the%
results?%%
14.%Do%the%children%do%any%sorts%of%tests%to%evaluate%proficiency?%How%often?%Can%you%
show%me?%
15.%What%kind%of%information%do%parents%receive%about%their%child’s%progress?%Do%you%
ever%have%individual%talks%with%parents,%like%teacherHparent%conference?%%
%

%

%

%
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Hej!%%
%
Jag%läser%en%kurs%i%engelsk%lingvistik%på%Halmstad%universitet%och%skriver%en%uppsats%om%
English#as#an#Additional#Language%(EAL)%som%har%sin%utgångspunkt%på%Early%Learning%
Center%(ELC).%%
%
I%min%studie%vill%jag%få%större%inblick%i%hur%ELC%arbetar%med%språkutveckling%hos%elever%
som%har%ett%annat%modersmål%än%engelska.%Jag%ämnar%ta%reda%på%hur%skolan%mäter%
elevernas%kunskaper,%vilka%arbetsmetoder%skolan%använder%och%varför,%och%hur%dessa%
överensstämmer%med%de%studier%och%den%litteratur%som%finns%inom%ämnet%
andraspråksinlärning%(engelskt%fokus).%Min%avsikt%är%att%genomföra%intervjuer%med%
lärare%på%skolan%för%att%ta%del%av%skolans%verksamhet,%samt%att%intervjua%elever%som%går%
på%EAL%för%att%ta%del%av%deras%uppfattning%av%ämnet.%Vad%jag%förstår%har%skolan%varit%i%
kontakt%med%er%och%gett%mig%klartecken%till%att%kontakta%er%med%mer%information.%%
%
Intervjuerna%med%eleverna%består%av%10%frågor,%de%fem%inledande%frågorna%är%om%
elevernas%bakgrund%medan%de%fem%avslutande%frågorna%är%detaljerade%frågar%om%just%
EAL%och%hur%eleverna%upplever%att%det%hjälper%dem%i%deras%utveckling%av%engelska%
språket.%Innan%varje%intervju%kommer%jag%att%berätta%för%eleverna%att%det%är%frivilligt%att%
delta,%att%om%de%tycker%att%något%är%oklart%eller%svårt%får%de%avbryta%eller%fråga%eller%helt%
enkelt%säga%att%de%inte%vet.%De%kommer%också%att%få%reda%på%att%deras%namn%inte%kommer%
att%synas%i%själva%arbetet%och%att%allt%de%säger%till%mig%endast%kommer%att%höras%av%mig%och%
ingen%annan.%%
%
Vidare%har%jag%även%ett%par%frågor%som%rör%er%som%föräldrar%och%om%ni%är%villiga%att%
besvara%dessa,%gällande%er%inställning%till%EAL,%vore%jag%tacksam%om%ni%ville%skicka%era%
svar%skriftligt%i%ett%mail%tillbaka%till%mig.%Frågorna%till%er%är%följande:%
%
1.%How%do%you%maintain%your%child’s%first%language%skills%and%development?%%
2.%Why%have%you%enrolled%your%child%in%the%EAL%program?%%
3.%How%do%receive%information%about%your%child’s%progress%in%the%English%language?%%
4.%How%do%you%notice%your%child’s%development%in%English%as%an%academic%language?%A%
social%language?%%
%
Om%ni%har%några%frågor,%tveka%inte%att%höra%av%er.%Jag%kommer%att%genomföra%intervjuerna%
med%eleverna%under%nästa%vecka%och%när%mitt%arbete%sedan%är%färdigställt%skickar%jag%
gärna%en%kopia%till%er.%%
%
Med%vänlig%hälsningar,%%
Jenny%Dahlin%
%
%
%

%
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